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PREFACE

This is the first in a series of working paper volumes
presented by the graduate students in the Department of Lin-
guistics at the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. These
volumes will provide a forum for the presentation of the ideas
of the University of Arizona graduate students and, occasionally,
that of the members of the faculty. It is our belief that the
work to be presented is stimulating; it is our hope that it will,
therefore, be of interest to other linguists as well.

The title of our series -- Coyote Papers -- was chosen be-
cause it sounded good (and better than the other possibilities
we considered). But it is also a particularly apt title for
papers originating from a linguistics department in the South-
west with a strong interest in the study of American Indian lan-
guages, since the coyote is an important figure in Southwestern
Indian stories and folklore.

We would like to take the opportunity in this, the first
volume of the Co ote Papers, to acknowledge the support of a
number of indivi.uals and organizations in getting this project
off the ground. First, for encouragement and advice, we want to
express our appreciation to the members of the Linguistics faculty.
Special thanks go to Ann Farmer and Susan Steele for the energy
they have expended; additional thanks goes to Adrian Akmajian for
agreeing to write the introduction to the work presented in this
particular volume. Second, for financial support, without which
this series could never have been published, we extend our grati-
tude to the Associate Students of the University of Arizona (ASUA)
who recognized the merits of a working papers series and generously
agreed to provide some working capital. We are also indebted to
the Department of Linguistics, whose additional financial support
made this first volume possible.

Finally, for agreeing to let us publish his dissertation and,
therefore, for allowing us to start our series off on the best
possible foot, we want to thank Shigeru Miyagawa.

Jane Disinger



INTRODUCTION

The Department of Linguistics of the University of

.rizona inaugurates its working papers with Shigeru Miyagawa's

doctoral dissertation, Complex Verbs and the Lexicon. This

work is one of the first attempts in the recent literature to

analyse complex Japanese verb forms within a "lexical framework ",

and thus presents an alternative to the transformational

analysis which has been dominant in Japanese linguistics

for the past 15 years or so. The thesis not only presents

an analysis of a particular language, but in so doing it

subjects recent linguistic hypotheses to a complex test case

which any adequate theory of language must be able to handle.

Miyagawa's work, along with Ann Farmer's MIT dissertation,

On the Interaction of Morphology and Syntax (May, 1980), marks

a new direction in the analysis of Japanese, in a framework

originally developed from data from English, and thus provides

a model for the sort of careful cross -linguistic studies that

are crucial to the future development of syntactic theory.

Adrian Akmajian
November, 1980
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ABSTRACT

At the stage in the development of generative -transformational

grammar when the primary emphasis of research was on the syntactic

analysis of sentences, morphology was largely ignored, and the lexi-

con was simply viewed as an unstructured list of lexical items. How-

ever, Chomsky's Lexicalist Hypothesis brought about a renewed interest

in word formation, and it is now clear that "the lexicon has a rich,

internal structure.

In this thesis we will apply the Lexicalist Hypothesis to

Japanese, a non -Indo- European, agglutinative language. The analysis

presented will be referred to as the "lexical analysis." Two major

theoretical issues face the lexical analysis of Japanese. First, it

attempts to provide an alternative framework to the transformational

analysis that has dominated Japanese linguistics for the past fifteen

years. With emphasis on sentences instead of words, the transforma-

tional analysis, in a sense, "deagglutinizes" morphologically complex

verbs made up of a verb stem and one or more bound morphemes, e.g.,

V- sase - rare -ta- gat -ta 'V- cause- passive want -appear - past'. A complex

underlying structure is postulated for a sentence with such a verb,

with each of the morphemes acting as "higher" verbs in the structure.

In the transformational analysis, the fact that the morphemes combine

to form a word seems almost incidental. The lexical analysis starts

with the assumption that a complex verb comprises a single word that is

vii
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formed in the lexicon. This forces us to look at Japanese in a differ-

ent light, as a language with fairly simple phrase structure, and

virtually no transformations (if any), but with a rich, highly struc-

tured lexicon. This view is closer to the original intuition that

Japanese is an agglutinative language.

The second theoretical issue concerns the theory of the lexi-

con. The Lexicalist Hypothesis has been worked out mainly for English,

a nonagglutinative language. Since a primary concern of the Hypothesis

is with words, it makes sense to test it using a language such as

Japanese that has rich and varied word formation processes. The lexi-

cal analysis of Japanese draws from major works on the lexicon in

English, but because of the highly agglutinating nature of Japanese,

we find it necessary to reject, alter, and extend various aspects of

lexical analysis of English.

The goal of the lexical analysis is to define organizations

within the Japanese lexicon. Two types of organizations the lexical

analysis focuses on are (a) content and ordering of rules that apply

within the domain of the lexicon, and (b) arrangement of verbs, both

simple (i.e., verb stem) and complex, listed in the lexicon. Regarding

(a), word formation rules akin to those proposed by Aronoff bear the

responsibility of forming complex verbs in Japanese; and "redundancy

rules" assign rule- governed, i.e., "regular," case arrays to the NPs

in the subcategorization feature of verbs. Idiosyncratic case marking

is either attributed to a particular lexical item -- verb -specific case

marking --or assigned by a rule with a limited scope (Marked -Case
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Specification Rule). As for (b), the lexicon imposes an organization

on all listed verbs by providing slots within "paradigmatic struc-

tures." Verb stems automatically receive a slot, and thus they are

the most basic verbs, while complex verbs formed by word formation

rules can only enter an appropriate slot if the slot is not already

occupied by a more basic lexical item, usually a verb stem. If a

complex verb can occupy a slot, it receives a lexical entry and becomes

part of the permanent lexicon. These verbs undergo lexical processes

such as semantic drift and nominalization commonly attributed to the

basic verb stems.

It is hoped that the lexical analysis of Japanese presented in

this thesis will be a model for other agglutinative languages. As a

way of illustrating this possibility, Turkish, Mitla Zapotec, and

Navajo are briéfly considered in light of the lexical analysis of

Japanese. While all of these languages share virtually the same compo-

nents within the lexicon, a slight difference in the arrangement of the

components leads to the difference in the morphological characteriza-

tion among the languages.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Words are the basic units that make up the sentences of a

language, and for centuries, both linguists and philosophers have been

fascinated with their structure and content. Most Indo- European

languages have relatively simple word structure when compared to

so- called agglutinative languages such as Japanese and Navajo. In such

languages, one finds complex words, especially verbs, that are made up

of a stem and numerous affixes combined in a way that creates seman-

tically intricate words that often translate as whole sentences in

English. For example, the following is a possible Japanese sentence.

Zyon -ga Meerii -ni arukaseraretagatta.

This can be roughly translated as 'John appeared to want to be made to

walk by Mary'. The complex verb is analyzed as follows.

aruk -(s)ase -rare -ta -gat -ta

walk cause passive want appear past

English has complex predicates, e.g., modern -ize, but the number and

the types of elements that can be combined are highly restricted

compared with Japanese.

For the past fifteen years, transformational grammarians

working with Japanese have, in a sense, attempted to "de-agglutinize"

complex verbs. In the transformational analysis, the verb stem

and each of the bound morphemes of a complex verb are regarded as

1



independent "higher" verbs in the underlying structure. Thus, the

underlying structure of the sentence given above is made up of five

abstract sentences (ignoring the tense marker), with the verb stem

aruk 'walk' acting as the verb for the lowest sentence in the struc-

ture. Kuroda first proposed to analyze Japanese in this way in his

pioneering 1965 work, and while alternative transformational analyses

have since appeared, the general theoretical orientation has been

remarkably faithful to the one set by Kuroda.

The aim of this thesis is to approach Japanese from a different

perspective, one that is consistent with Chomsky's Lexicalist Hypoth-

esis (1970), in an attempt to gain insights that cannot be provided by

the transformational approach. The study will focus on complex verbs

in Japanese, but unlike the transformational analysis, we will regard

such a verb as comprising a single word, not separate, independent

verbs, in the underlying structure. Of the various types of complex

verbs we will look at, the one type that will be consistently high-

lighted is the "causative" complex verb.

The general theory we will be working with is generative- trans-

formational grammar, but the particular component of the grammar that

will be investigated is the lexicon. In this regard, a major issue

that will be taken up concerns the formation of complex verbs within

the lexicon. It will be proposed that word - formation rules that apply

within the domain of the lexicon, akin to those proposed by Aronoff

(1976), bear the responsibility of forming morphologically complex

verbs. By uniting, say, a verb stem with a bound morpheme to form a

complex verb, a word - formation rule in effect represents the
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relationship that holds between the verb stem and the corresponding

complex verb.

A second major issue concerns an organization that the lexicon

imposes on verbs. Here, we will see how the lexicon utilizes lexical

relationships represented by word -formation rules. A critical factor

in the organization of verbs has to do with transitivity of the verbs,

and this will be addressed in terms of case marking that a verb

specifies for its subcategorized NP arguments.

The Lexicalist Hypothesis has been worked out mainly for

English, with very little testing on other languages (e.g., Jackendoff

1975 and 1977, Aronoff 1976). The study contained in this thesis will

show the result of applying the Hypothesis to Japanese, and some con-

sequences that this has on both the Hypothesis as well as on how we

view the language. Since Japanese is an agglutinative language, it is

hoped that the study will provide a "model" for other agglutinative

languages such as Korean, Navajo, and Turkish.

In the next chapter, we will evaluate the syntactic arguments

that ostensibly motivate the "complex underlying structure" hypothesis

for complex verbs. In Chapter 3, an alternative, lexical approach will

be presented for the formation of complex verbs. In Chapter Ii,

evidence for an organization within the lexicon for simple and complex

verbs will be presented.



CHAPTER 2

SOME PROBLEMS FOR THE TRANSFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS

The complex -verb construction in Japanese has been a major

concern of the transformational approach to Japanese. Many, indeed if

not most, of the transformational rules proposed for Japanese arose

from the derivation of sentences with a complex verb.

Among the various bound morphemes that can combine with a verb

stem to form a complex verb, the one morpheme which has received the

most attention with respect to both syntax and semantics is the

"causative" affix sase. Virtually every sentence with a complex verb

is assigned a complex underlying structure, but a sentence with the

sase complex verb is the only one for which a substantial number of

arguments are given to motivate such a structure. These arguments

appear in Shibatani (1973). In addition, many discussions are found in

the literature concerning the precise semantic characterization of

sentences with sase.

In this chapter I will evaluate the proposal to assign a

complex underlying structure to sentences with a complex verb made up

of a verb stem and the sase morpheme. For ease of exposition, I will

refer to this complex verb as "V- sase." I will begin by outlining the

standard transformational analysis of V-sase sentences. Then, I will

show that the arguments offered by Shibatani for a complex underlying

structure are, at best, questionable. Finally, I will introduce new

4
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data that cast further doubt on the complex -structure hypothesis.

The Standard Analysis Of V -sase

In his 1965 M.I.T. dissertation, Kuroda laid the foundation for

the transformational analysis of Japanese. It was in this work that

the bound morphemes in a complex verb were first analyzed as higher

verbs in the underlying structure. In addition, Kuroda set forth a

proposal for the case markers as (nominative) and o (accusative) which

has become a major component of the standard transformational analysis

of Japanese.

Kuroda suggests two possible mechanisms by which one can

account for the two case markers aá and o. He calls these two possi-

bilities the "substantial" and the "formal" interpretations of the case

markers (Kuroda 1965, pp. 161 -166). In the substantial interpretation

the case markers gá and o are "exclusively associated with the gram-

matical notion of 'subject' and 'object!" (Ibid.). This is illustrated

in the two phrase structure rules below.

S-) NPE VP AUX

VP- NP -o V

In the formal interpretation the case markers "are characterized by a

certain formal property on some level of the transformational compo-

nent" (Ibid.). Kuroda adopts the latter interpretation, formulating

a transformational rule that inserts gá and o after the appropriate

NPs, and goes on to show that the rule is cyclic. With the exception

of a certain kind of ni (dative) and one instance of no (possessive),

all other case markers and postpositions are generated in the base.
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In his 1973 book The Structure of the Japanese Language, Kuno

refined and extended Kuroda's work. Kuno's analysis is generally

regarded as the standard transformational approach to Japanese. Fol-

lowing Kuroda, Kuno distinguishes between o- and ni- causatives, and

claims that they are "derived from two different deep structures" (Kuno

1973, p. 3111). The semantic characterization of these two types of

causatives is controversial, but in outlining Kuno's analysis, I will

simply follow his practice of translating o- causative with "make" and

ni- causative with "let."

Kuno's Analysis

The relevant transformational rules for the standard analysis

of V -sase sentences are as follows (Ibid., pp. 341 -315).

A. Agentive -ni Attachment

This transformation marks the subject of the constituent clause with ni

in causative as well as adversity passive constructions.

B. Equi

C. AUX Deletion

This "deletes the tense auxiliary of the constituent sentence when the

constituent sentence is not followed by nominalizers such as koto

!that, the fact that! and no !that, the fact that."

D. Verb Raising

This rule attaches the tenseless verb of the constituent clause to the

left of the matrix verb. VP and S nodes of the constituent clause are

deleted by the tree - pruning convention.



E. Indirect Object Marking

This attaches ni (dative) to the second of three unmarked NPs. An

unmarked NP is defined as an NP that either lacks a case marker or one

that has ELE or o (Kuroda 1965, p. 166).

F. Subject Marking

This attaches gá to the subject NP.

G. Object Marking

This rule assigns o to the first unmarked non -subject NP to the left of

the verb if the verb is [- stative]. If the verb is [ +stative] the rule

attaches gá to the first unmarked non- subject NP to the left of the

verb. In the latter case the transformation is optional if the object

is already followed by o.

H. Ga /O Deletion

This transformation "deletes fa and o when they are followed by some

other particle."

I will give Kuno's derivation for o- and ni- causatives that

have an intransitive subordinate verb. The derivation of the two

types of causative with a transitive subordinate verb differs slightly,

but the differences are not significant for our purposes. For the

latter, I will only illustrate the deep structures of the o- and

ni- causatives. (The morpheme sase appears as ase when preceded by a

consonant -final verb stem.)



(1) 0- causative

a. Taroo -ga Ziroo -o ik- ase-ta.1

b.

Taro -nom Jiro -acc go -cause -past

'Taro made Jiro go.'

Sr

N

T aroo NP

Ziroo S1

NP VP

I I
Zir°°

Y
ik-ru

V

sase-ta

8

Derivation:

Deep Structure: [Taroo Ziroo [Ziroo ik -ru]S Base -ta]S

S1 Cycle

1. Subject Marking: [Taroo Ziroo [Ziroo -gá ik -ru]S Base -ta]S

So Cycle

1. Equi: [Taroo Ziroo CO ik -ru]S sase -ta]S

2. AUX Deletion: [Taroo Ziroo [ik -0]S sase -ta]S

3. Verb Raising: [Taroo Ziroo ik-sase -ta]S

.. Subject Marking: [Taroo -0. Ziroo ik-sase -ta]S

5. Object Marking: [Taroo -ga Ziroo-o ik- sase -ta]S

1. The following convention will be adopted for the English
gloss. Nominative: nom; accusative: acc; dative: dat; topic: top;
intransitive: intr; transitive: tr; locative: loc. If more than
one English word is required for glossing a single Japanese lexical
item, the English words will be separated by a colon, e.g., syooyu
'soy:sauce'.



(2) Ni- causative

a. Taroo -ga Ziroo -ni ik- ase -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -dat go- cause -past

'Taro let Jiro go.'

b. So

NP VP

Tajo() Si V

NP VP sase-ta

Ziroo V

Derivation:

ij-ru

Deep Structure: [ Taroo [Ziroo ik -ru] sase-ta]

S
1

Cycle

9

1. Subject Marking: [ Taroo [Ziroo -na ik -ru]S sase -ta]S

So Cycle

1. Agentive -ni Attachment:

[Taroo [Ziroo -ga -ni ik -ru]S sase -ta]S

2. Aux Deletion: [ Taroo [Ziroo -ga -ni ik -0]S sase-ta]S

3. Verb Raising: [ Taroo Ziroo -ga -ni ik- sase -ta]S

4. Subject Marking: [Taroo gá Ziroo -ga -ni ik- sase -ta]S

5. Gá/0 Deletion: [Taroo -ga Ziroo -O -ni ik- sase -ta]S

In cases where the subordinate verb is transitive, the surface

structure is the same for o- and ni- causatives. Two different deep

structures are nevertheless postulated because a V -sase sentence of

this type is claimed to be ambiguous between the "make" (o) causative

and the "let" (ni) causative.



(3) a. Taroo -ga Ziroo -ni suteeki -o tabe- sase -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -dat steak -acc eat- cause -past

'Taro made/let Jiro eat steak.'

b. 0- causative

NP

Talo

o. Ni- causative

NP

Taroo

So

NP
I

Si

Ziroo NP

Zirlo NP V

suteéki tabe-ru

S

V

sase-ta

Sl

NP VP sase-ta

Ziroo NP V
suteeki tabe-ru

10

It is important to note that among the four case marking trans-

formations proposed by Kuno (Subject Marking, Object Marking, Indirect

Object Marking, Agentive -ni Attachment), only Indirect Object Marking

adheres to Kuroda's "formal interpretation" of case markers. This is

the only rule that does not refer to the "subject" (or "non -subject")

of a clause. Reference to this grammatical notion is, in effect, the

"substantial interpretation" of case marking. The problem of identi-

fying the subject NP would not be such a problem if the VP node in
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Japanese were well motivated, so that the subject NP could be automat-

ically identified as a function of the PS marker (cf. Chomsky 1965).

However, the one serious attempt at motivating this constituent in

Japanese (Nakau 1973) has been unsuccessful (cf. Hinds 1973). In the

more recent works, no one, including Kuno, uses this node. Instead, 4

linear structure of the form [NP (NP) (NP) V] is utilized.

Criticism Of The Transformational Approach To V saw

In every transformational analysis beginning with Kuroda's

1965 work, the one assumption which has been steadfastly maintained is

the complex- structure hypothesis. Alternative transformational

analyses have appeared in print that reject one or more assumptions

made in the standard analysis. For example, Tonoike (1976, 1978)

postulates exactly the opposite deep structures for the o- and

ni- causatives, and opts for "substantial" instead of "formal" inter-

pretation of case markers. In the case of Kuroda (1978) the formal

interpretation ofa and o is maintained, but he proposes a much

smaller, and slightly different, set of transformational rules that

overgenerate, i.e., produce bad as well as good sentences. A filtering,`

mechanism called Canonical Sentence Patterns blocks the unacceptable

sentences.

In his 1973 paper, Shibatani offers several pieces of evidence

that ostensibly justify the complex -structure hypothesis for sentences

with V -sase. In what follows, I will question the validity of his

arguments. In addition, I will present two cases of V_ case that do not

fit the "complex- structure" mold. Since Shibatani's analysis is a
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prototype of all transformational analyses, the problems I will point

out for his analysis will apply to the transformational approach in

general.

Criticism Of Shibatani's Analysis

Shibatani's arguments are generally regarded as sufficient

evidence for assigning a complex underlying structure to the Vase

sentences. It is interesting to note, however, that his intent was not

so much to motivate such a structure --this was already assumed --as to

argue against Soga's claim (1970) that "lexical" causatives such as

tome 'stop (tr)' have, like the V -sase1 a complex- structure source.

Of the six arguments given by Shibatani, four directly concern

the underlying configuration of the V- sase sentences, and it is these

that we will examine. The remaining two arguments deal respectively

with the relationship between case marking and the semantic role of

NPs and the selectional restrictions within the lexical causative

sentence.

Each of the four arguments involves the presence of ambiguous

readings for a particular item that occurs with a V-sase sentence and

the lack of such ambiguity for the same item when occurring with a

lexical causative sentence. Two of the four arguments involve

pro - forms --one with so o su 'do so' and the other with sore 'its. Since

the two arguments parallel each other, and the intuition being argued

for is more accessible with soo su than with sore, I will only discuss

the argument involving soo su.
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Time/Manner Adverbial. The first argument we will take up

concerns time /manner adverbials. As pointed out by Shibatani (1973,

pp. 360 -362), the scope of such an adverbial is ambiguous in a Y_e,

but not in a lexical causative, sentence.

(!t) Taroo -ga Hanako-o/-ni san-kai tomar- ase -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako- acc / -dat three -times stop(intr) -past

'Taro made/let Hanako stop three times.'

Cf. (i) Taro told Hanako once to stop, but for her to do

it three times.

(ii) Taro told Hanako on three occasions to stop.

(5) Taroo -ga Hanako-o saner -kai tome -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -acc three -times stop(tr) -past

'Taro stopped Hanako three times (2.(14i)).'

While Shibatani's observations are accurate, he fails to explain how

a complex underlying structure is supposed to account for the ambiguity

in (4). An attempt at formulating such an explanation will reveal a

serious flaw in the argument.

Shibatani does not note the fact that the ambiguity in the

scope of the adverbial occurs only when the adverbial immediately

precedes the verb, as in (4). There are two other slots where the

adverbial can occur, but in neither of these slots do we obtain the

ambiguity.

(6) a. Taroo -ga san-kai Hanako -o /-ni tomar - ase -ta.

b. Saner Taroo-ga Hanako-o/-ni tomar- ase -ta.

Neither of these sentences is ambiguous in spite of the presence of
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V_ áse; each can only be interpreted as (ii) in (4) ('Taro told Hanako

on three occasions to stops). Now, observe the "deep structure" for

the ni- causative in (4) (Shibatani does not postulate a VP node; we

will ignore the tense marker).

(7) So

NP V

Taroo Si sise

NP

Air
Hanako san -kai tomar

If we reflect on the scope of the adverbial san-kai 'three times' in

(7), it becomes immediately clear that there is a serious flaw in

Shibatani's argument. At the deep -structure level, i.e., (7), the only

possible interpretation is (i) ('Taro told Hanako once to stop, but for

her to do it three times'). This is because the adverbial is in the

subordinate clause, and thus its scope is limited to the subordinate

verb tomar 'stop (intr)'. Consequently, while (7) will result in a

surface word order that has ambiguous readings, its semantic inter-

pretation (at the deep -structure level) will predict a unique reading

for the sentence.

If we generate the adverbial in the matrix instead of the sub-

ordinate clause, the semantic interpretation will likewise predict a

unique reading, but this time the reading will be (ii) under (4) ('Taro

told Hanako on three occasions to stops).



(8)

CV NÌ ÌV
san -kai Taroo san -kai sase

NP

Hatjako tomar

(8) will result in surface word orders represented by the two sentences

in (6). Since neither of the two sentences is ambiguous, the semantic

interpretation for (8) makes the correct prediction about the meaning

of the sentences. We can explain the absence of a second reading for

(8) by a principle that restricts the scope of an adverbial to its

clausemates (this was suggested to me by Adrian Akmajian). Hence, in

(8), the adverbial san -kai 'three times' can have the matrix verb sase

in its scope since they are clausemates, but the scope cannot reach

down into the subordinate clause.

What Shibatani offered as evidence for the complex- structure

hypothesis turns out to be a piece of evidence for the opposite,

simplex structure. Under the complex- structure hypothesis, one must

postulate (7) as the deep structure for the ambiguous sentence in (4)

since this is the only deep- structure configuration that results in

the surface word order associated with the ambiguous readings. How-

ever, the semantic interpretation for (7) will predict a unique, and

not ambiguous, reading for the sentence. In order to associate the

sentence with the ambiguous readings, semantic interpretation must

operate at a level when the surface word order is established. If we

maintain the view that semantic interpretation takes place at the
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deep -structure level, then the deep structure for (4) is basically the

surface structure, i.e., a simplex configuration. Now, if one still

chooses to maintain the complex- structure hypothesis in spite of what

has been shown, it would be necessary to stipulate that semantic inter-

pretation operates at two different levels. It would operate on the

deep structure in (7) to obtain one reading, i.e., (i) in (4), then

operate again after the surface word order has been established to

obtain the second reading (ii). Having to incorporate the second

interpretation amounts to recognizing a simplex structure for V-sase.2

2. It should be noted that the problem illustrated above
does not arise with the o- causative deep structure. Unlike the

ni causative deep structure, o- causative has an extra NP in the matrix

clause. In this structure the adverbial can be generated in the
matrix or the subordinate clause, and in either case the surface
word order that results is (4), i.e., a sentence with ambiguous

readings.

(i)

NP NP

Tároó Hanako san -kai Si ease

NP ADV V

Hako san -kai tal

If the adverbial appears in the subordinate clause, the semantic inter-
pretation will associate (i) in (4) ('Taro told Hanako once to stop,
but for her to do it three times'). If on the other hand the adverbial
is generated in the matrix clause, (ii) in (4) ('Taro told Hanako on
three occasions to stop') would result. In either case the adverbial
will end up immediately before the verb, thus reflecting the surface
word order in (4).

Even though Shibatani's argument works with (i), this does
little to save the argument. The problem noted for (7) still stands,
and as such, this argument fails to motivate a complex underlying
structure.
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The soo su 'do so' Argument. When the referent of the

anaphoric phrase soo su is in a V sale sentence, there are two possi-

ble interpretations, while no such ambiguity is evident with a lexical

causative sentence.

(9) Taroo -ga Ziroo -o / -ni tomar- ase -ru -to

Taro -nom Jiro -acc / -dat stop(intr) -cause -tense-when

Hanako -mo soo si -ta.

Hanako -too so do -past

'When Taro made /let Jiro stop, Hanako did so, too.'

Cf. (i) Hanako also stopped Jiro.

(ii) Hanako also stopped.

(10) Taroo -ga Ziroo -o tome -ru -to Hanako -mo so o si-ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -acc stop(tr) -tense -when

'When Taro stopped Jiro, Hanako did so, too.'

Cf. Hanako also stopped Jiro.

As in the case for the time /manner adverbial argument,

Shibatani fails to explain how the ambiguity is accounted for by

postulating a complex underlying structure. He simply offers his

observation for pairs such as (9) and (10), and concludes that (9) has

a complex underlying structure while (10) does not.

If soo su 'do so' can in fact be used to define a structure

(in this case, a complex underlying structure), then it is only reason-

able to assume that the process involving the interpretation/derivation

of soo su is sensitive to a particular constituent. If soo su is not

always controlled by a specific constituent, one would be hard put to

use this anaphoric phrase to define a specific structure.
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Shibatani does not explicate the exact source of the anaphoric

phrase soo su, i.e., whether it is present in the deep structure

(inserted as a lexical item) or it results from a substitution trans-

formation. In the case of the former the relevant process involving

so o su is a semantic interpretation rule.

In either case we will see that soo su does not consistently

have a specific constituent as its referent. I will illustrate this

by positing soo su as a lexical item in the deep structure, though the

same point could be made if a substitution transformation Were

utilized.

(11) S

S1 S3

NP

I

NP

Taroo S sase Hanako soo su

The larger circle indicates the first interpretation in (9) ('Hanako

also made Jiro stop') while the smaller circle represents the second

interpretation ('Hanako also stopped').

A single constituent does control the second interpretation

(the V dominated by S2), but the controller in the first interpretation

includes both the V dominated by Si and the entire S2 clause. Since

S2 is not directly dominated by the V under Sl, two different constit-

uents, S and V, together control the first interpretation of soo su.
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The one problem with this otherwise elegant analysis of the

anaphoric phrase concerns the constituent VP. Earlier transformational

analyses of Japanese (e.g., Kuroda 1965) utilized this constituent, not

because there is evidence for it in Japanese, but as a carry -over from

analysis of English. The one serious attempt at motivating this con-

stituent in Japanese (Nakau 1973) in fact appeals to soo su as crucial

evidence. However, as noted by Hinds (1973), the referent of soo su is

much more varied than what is suggested by Nakau, thus precluding the

anaphoric phrase as a syntactic test for constituency.

There is one point raised by Hinds regarding soo su that, when

examined closely, renders the anaphoric phrase even less plausible as

evidence for the VP. Nakau claims that a comitative NP such as

tomodati -to 'with a friend' in (13) exists outside of the VP ( Nakau

1973, pp. 65 -66).

(13) Taroo -ga tomodati -to nige -ta.

Taro -nom friend -with escape past

'Taro escaped with his friend.'

Hinds notes, however, that so o su can refer not only to the "VP" nige

'escape' but also to tomodati -to as well. The following is a para-

phrase of Hinds' sentence; it has been slightly modified (with no

effect on the argument) to conform to the sentence pattern used by

Shibatani.

(14) Taroo-ga tomodati -to nige -ru -to Ziroo -mo soo si-ta.

escape- tense -when Jiro -too so do -past

'When Taro escaped with his friend, Jiro did so, too.'
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What Hinds does not point out is that the interpretation of soo su in

(14) is ambiguous. Along with the reading that 'Jiro also escaped with

his friend', there is the reading of 'Jiro also escaped'. In other

words soo su in (14) may or may not include the comitative NP

tomodati -to as its referent. This is a further illustration of the

point that soo su fails to be controlled by a specific constituent.

It should also be noted that, due to the presence of ambiguous

readings, Shibatani would be forced to postulate a complex underlying

structure for the sentence with the verb nine 'escape' in (14), even

though this verb is monomorphemic, and thus cannot be further analyzed

into simpler morphemes.

Returning to Shibatani's soo su argument, this argument not

only suffers from a lack of a unique constituent that controls soo su,

but also from the fact that semantic factors can vary the interpre-

tation of the anaphoric phrase. The following sentence is not ambig-

uous despite the presence of V-sase.3

(15) Taroo -ga enzin -o tomar- ase -ru -to

Taro -nom engine -acc stop(intr) -cause -tense -when

Ziroo -mo soo si -ta.

Jiro -too so do -past

'When Taro made the engine stop, Jiro did so, too.'

The only interpretation for soo su here is 'Jiro also stopped the

engine'. If the interpretation of soo su were strictly

3. This sentence appears in Shibatani (1973); Shibatani
credits J. McCawley for the sentence.



structure -governed, the other interpretation, 'Jiro also stopped',

should also be possible.

Based on sentences such as (15), and using the terminology

provided by Shibatani, I suggest that a crucial factor in the inter-

pretation of soo su is "agenthood," which is a semantic (and also

possibly pragmatic) consideration. In essence, the number of inter-

pretations for soo su is equivalent to the number of "agents" in the

referent sentence. To illustrate this, compare the deep structures

proposed by Shibatani (a la Chafe 1970) for the VVs -sase sentence in

(9), which has ambiguous readings for soo su, and (15), which has a

unique reading for the anaphoric phrase.

(16) a.

alten

N

Taroo

S1

agent V

Ñ tom).ar

Ziroo

b. So

agent

N

Taroo

Si

patient V

tomar

V

sase

V

sase

22

enzin

Note that the embedded subject in (16a) is marked as "agent" while the

embedded subject in (16b) is marked as "patient." Thus, the sentence
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represented by (16a) allows two interpretations for soo su, i.e., (9),

while the sentence for (16b) gives only one reading for the anaphoric

phrase ((15)). The same explanation can be extended to sentences such

as (13), where so o su can either refer just to the monomorphemic verb

'escape' or to the comitative NP tomodati -to 'with a friend' as

well. The comitative NP can justifiably be interpreted as an agent of

nige, in which case we obtain the latter reading for soo su; if on the

other hand only the subject is viewed as the agent of the verb, then

we obtain the former reading.

To recapitulate, the use of so o su as evidence for complex

structure is ineffective for two reasons. First, the controller of

the anaphoric phrase is not always a unique constituent, so that the

phrase fails to consistently identify a particular structure. Second,

the interpretation of soo su cannot be viewed as strictly

structure -governed, in that semantic/pragmatic factors play a

significant role in identifying the possible reading(s). The necessity

to include these other factors further undermines the use of soo su in

a syntactic argument as a test for constituency.4

The Reflexive Argument. In the time /manner adverbial and the

soo su arguments, Shibatani offered pieces of evidence that ostensibly

support the complex -structure hypothesis for the V -sase sentences.

However, he failed to give an account of the items in question within

the proposed structure, and when we attempted to construct the

!j. See Akmajian (1973) for discussion of English anaphoric
phrases that fail to be controlled by a single, unique constituent.
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arguments in detail, serious problems arose that rendered his evidence

as either untenable or inconclusive.

Unlike the first two arguments, the final argument is based on

an explicit account of an item, namely, the reflexive zibun. In the

transformational approach to Japanese, the reflexive has been a major

issue from the beginning, and even though controversies do exist, there

is a set of assumptions that holds for every transformational account

of zibun that has been proposed. Shibatanits argument illustrates the

assumptions most relevant to the complex -structure hypothesis.

As in the transformational analysis of English pronouns and

reflexives (e.g., Lees and Klima 1963, Ross 1967, Langacker 1969), the

transformational account of zibun assumes that the reflexive originates

as a fully specified noun phrase in the deep structure. An identical

noun phrase, the antecedent, commands the zibun -to -be noun phrase. The

reflexivization rule applies cyclically, converting the second of the

two coreferential noun phrases into zibun.

Along with the command relationship, it is specified that the

antecedent must be the subject of a clause. This was first noted by

Kuroda (1965). The antecedent may be a clausemate of the other

noun phrase, or it may be the subject of a higher clause. This

condition, commonly referred to as the "subject- antecedent condition,"

is crucial to Shibatanits argument.

Kuroda first observed that the referent of zibun is ambiguous

in sentences with V -sase (Kuroda 1965, pp. 137 -138). And as Shibatani

notes, such is not the case when the sentence has a lexical causative.
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(17) Tarooi -ga Hanakoj -o zibuni
/j

no heya -ni hair -ase -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -acc self 's room -loc enter -cause -past

'Taro made Hanako enter his/her (own) room.'

(18) Tarooi -ga Hanako.-o zibuni #jno heya-ni ire -ta.

put:in -past

'Taro put Hanako in his/*her (own) room.'

The following is the proposed underlying structure for (17). Either

Taroo or Hanako occurs as the fully specified noun phrase that gets

converted to zibun.

(19) So

V

Si s_
NP

Tar o

N
Hanlako

NP

Hanako

ADV V

Taroo 1 no heya-ni hair- -
Hánako

In (19) there are two "subject" NPs that command the adverbial phrase

(Taroo and Hanako). If Hanako occurs in the adverbial phrase, the

reflexivization transformation will apply on the Si cycle, making zibun

coreferential with Hanako, the embedded subject. If, on the other

hand, Taroo occurs in the adverbial phrase, then the transformation

will apply on the 20 cycle, making zibun coreferential with the matrix

subject.

Unlike the Vsase sentence, a lexical causative sentence such

as (18) is assigned a simplex underlying structure. Hence there is

only one cycle in which the reflexivization rule can apply, and no

ambiguity will result.
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Appealing to sentences such as (17) as supporting evidence for

a complex structure is valid only to the extent that one assumes

reflexivization in Japanese to be a transformational process in the

way described above. If it can be shown that an alternative,

surface- interpretive approach of the type advanced by Jackendoff

(1972), Lasnik (1976), and Reinhart (1974) is superior to the trans-

formational approach, then the reflexive would have no bearing on the

question of whether or not a certain sentence has a complex -structure

source.

Inoue, in her 1976 paper, rejects the transformational approach

in favor of a surface- interpretive one for the reflexive zibun. She

argues that: (a) the transformational analysis fails when put to task

on a wide range of sentences; (b) zibun has its own semantic content,

and hence is not just a reflex of the antecedent; (c) a post- cyclic

interpretive rule can account for more data than the transformational

analysis.

I will not attempt to repeat her arguments here, but I will

offer two pieces of evidence that give further credence to the

principle, if not the detail, of her approach.

With respect to the complex- structure hypothesis, the most

important assumption held by the transformational approach is the

subject -antecedent condition. By this condition, the observation that

the referent of zibun in (17) is ambiguous between Taroo and Hanako

leads to the conclusion that these two noun phrases must be the

subject of a clause at some point in the derivation. If there are two
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subjects, then there must be two clauses, i.e., the complex structure.

The following shows that this condition does not always hold.

(20) Hayaku Zirooi -o zibuni no uti -e kaesi -te simai- nasai.

quickly Jiro -ace self 's house -to send:back -ing finish -IMP

'Send Jiro quickly back to his (own) house.'

In this sentence, Ziroo is coreferential with zibun even though Ziroo

cannot be "subject" at any point in the derivation. The verb, kaes

'send:back', is transitive, and Ziroo is the direct object of this

verb. The subject (if there is one) would be the unpronounced "anata

'you" (or some other second - person pronoun). The "understood you"

likewise acts as the subject of the verb situai 'finish'.5

The second point concerns a condition proposed by Howard and

Niekawa -Howard (1976) that must be incorporated into any transfor-

mational analysis of zibun. They observe that when there are two or

more instances of zibun -to -be noun phrases that are commanded by two

potential antecedents, the transformational rule, by itself, will

predict unacceptable as well as acceptable interpretations of the

reflexive. The following is taken from their paper (Ibid., p. 230).

(21) Taroo -wa Hanako -ga zibun no heya -de zibun no sigoto -o

Taro -top Hanako -nom self 's room -in self 's work -ace

site ita to it -ta.

do be quote say -past

'Taro said that Hanako was doing self's work in self's room.'

5. See Kitagawa (forthcoming) for other arguments against
"subject" as defined within the transformational analysis.
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A straightforward transformational analysis will predict the following

four interpretations for this sentence.

(22) a. Taro said that Hanako was doing his work in his room.

b. Taro said that Hanako was doing her work in her room.

c. Taro said that Hanako was doing his work in her room.

d. Taro said that Hanako was doing her work in his room.

However, in actuality the only possible interpretations for (21) are

(22a) and (22b). These two have the same referent for the two

instances of zilmt., either Taroo or Hanako, but not both. (22c) and

(22d) are unacceptable since the two zibuns have different referents.

To account for these facts, Howard and Niekawa -Howard propose

what they term the Reflexive Coreferent Constraint (RCC). The

condition is stated as follows (Ibid., p. 229):

Two instances of the reflexive pronoun zibun commanded
by the same pair of possible antecedents must be corefer-
ential. If they are not, the sentence is marked as
ungrammatical.

The RCC is clearly an interpretive condition (albeit a cyclical one

(Ibid.)) on the reflexive zibun. Thus, in the transformational

approach, one must have both the transformational rule and an inter-

pretive rule. The necessity to posit the RCC not only takes away some

of the attractiveness from what was once a homogeneous analysis, but

it also brings to question the need for the transformational rule.

These two points do not by themselves argue convincingly for a

surface -interpretive approach over the transformational one. At best

they only suggest that the former is to be preferred. However, coupled

with the data given by Inoue (1976) and Kitagawa (forthcoming), we can
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conclude that the transformational approach is questionable, and cannot

be used to argue for particular deep structures.

Evidence For A Non -Complex Structure

The morpheme sase has two characteristics that appear to favor

the transformational approach. The morpheme is highly productive, and

most cases of V-sase have a compositional meaning, i.e., the composi-

tion of V and 'cause'. The transformational analysis predicts both of

these traits for the morpheme since it regards sase as an independent

verb.

By concentrating on those V -sases that fit the "independent

verb" mold for sase, the transformational approach has failed to note

cases of V -sase that cannot be analyzed in this manner. I will give

two such cases, and show how each favors the non -complex structure.

Later, more examples of this type of V -sase will be presented in order

to motivate an important component of an alternative, lexical approach

to V -sase.

The two V -sase examples that will be presented are comparable

to a piece of evidence given by Chomsky (1970) against the transfor-

mational analysis of English derived nominals (e.g., criticism). The

transformational account (e.g., Lees 1960) predicts that a derived

nominal will always have the compositional meaning. However, as

pointed out by Chomsky, there are derived nominals that are associated

with an idiosyncratic meaning (marriage, revolution, residence, etc.)

that favors an alternative, lexical approach to the nominal.



Hiki-aw-ase

The first V -sase verb we will look at is hiki- aw -ase, whose

three morphemes can be translated as 'pull-meet-cause'.

(23) Taroo -ga Ziroo -to Hanako -o hiki- aw- ase -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -and Hanako -acc pull-meet-cause-past

'Taro caused Jiro and Hanako to meet.'

As shown by the English translation, this verb maintains the compo-

sitional meaning of 'VV- cause'. The difference between this verb and

just aw-ase 'meet- cause' is that, in the former, there is an impli-

cation that the two people who met went on to become friends, while

the latter has no such implication.

Now observe what the underlying structure would look like if

we followed the complex -structure hypothesis.

(24) SN 5 V

Taroo NP NP V sase

Ziroo-to Hanako hiki-aw
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This structure attributes an inappropriate interpretation to (23).

According to (24) the subordinate verb is hiki -aw. There is a verb of

this form that means 'to pull (on each other)'. But (23) cannot be

interpreted as 'Taro caused Jiro and Hanako to pull on each other'.

Consequently, while the subordinate clause by itself is grammatical,

the structure in (24) results in a string with an unacceptable inter-

pretation.



To obtain the correct interpretation, we must regard the

meaning associated with hiki- aw -ase as idiosyncratic. Since a form

with an idiosyncratic meaning cannot be further analyzed relative to

the meaning, we must view hiki- aw -ase as comprising a single word.

Thus, the underlying structure of (23) is not (24) but (25).

(25) S
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Niow -ase

The second example differs from the first one in that, if we

impose a complex structure, the subordinate clause, even by itself, is

anomalous. The morpheme niow has the meaning 'smell', and the verb

niow -ase, in one of its uses, has the compositional meaning 'cause to

smell'. However, as shown below, the verb is also associated with an

idiosyncratic meaning.

(26) Taroo -ga zisyoku -o niow- ase -ta.

Taro -nom resignation -acc -past

'Taro hinted resignation.'

This meaning of 'hint' cannot be derived from the composition of

'smell' and 'cause'. This is attested by the fact that the subordinate

clause for (26) would be anomalous.

(27) *Zisyoku -ga nio -u.

resignation -nom smell- present

' *Resignation smells.'
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As in the case of hiki- aw -ase, niow -ase must be regarded as a single

word at least for its use with the idiosyncratic meaning.

Summary

Shibatani offered evidence that appeared to give credence to

the complex -structure hypothesis for the V -sase sentences. In the

transformational approach to Japanese, this hypothesis has played a

key role in the analysis of V -sase and other complex -verb sentences.

When we examine Shibatani's arguments closely, however, we

find them to be inconclusive at best. In the case of the time /manner

adverbial and the soo su arguments, we saw that a complex underlying

structure would not necessarily accommodate his observations, thus

casting doubt on the relevancy of the observations in regard to the

underlying configuration. In the case of the reflexive argument, we

questioned the validity of the transformational approach to the

reflexive zibun. Shibatani's argument is based on the assumption that

this approach is the most appropriate one for zibun.6

In addition, we observed cases of V -sase that cannot be

analyzed as having been formed from two independent verbs. To give an

appropriate account, these cases must be regarded as syntactically a

single unit, i.e., a word. In the following chapters, an alternative

approach to V -sase will be proposed that will accommodate these, as

well as the "regular," cases of V -sase.

6. With respect to the soo su argument, it was shown that
if VP node could be confirmed in Japanese, the argument may work to
motivate a complex structure. In this regard, see a recent paper by
Hasegawa (1980) for an attempt at motivating the VP in Japanese.



CHAPTER 3

FORMATION OF V -SASE

As a consequence of adopting the complex -structure hypothesis,

the transformational analysis of complex verbs such as V -sase has been

concerned exclusively with the parts that make up the verb. The fact

that the parts synthesize into a whole seems almost incidental, so that

once the complex verb is formed via Verb Raising, no further account of

it is, or can be, given within the framework.

In this chapter and in Chapter t, I will propose an alternative

approach to V-sase (and, in effect, to most other complex verbs) that

is concerned not only with its synthesis, but with its analysis as

well. The proposal is consistent with Chomskyts Lexicalist Hypothesis

(1970). I will refer to this alternative approach as the "lexical

analysis" of V -sase.

In the lexical analysis, we will assume that a VV case comprises

a single word, albeit a complex one, that is formed in the lexicon.

This position forces us to investigate two areas of the grammar that

have been virtually neglected in the transformational analysis. First,

since a non -complex underlying structure would be postulated for the

V -sase sentence, the syntax of such a sentence is practically limited

to the phrase structure rules, and these must be precisely character-

ized. Second, the V -sase must be accommodated by the lexicon, so that

we need to describe the formal features of the lexicon with respect to

33



the complex verb. In this thesis, I will concentrate on the second

problem, that of the lexicon, and develop a theory of complex verbs

that will account for the facts about V -sase. A detailed discussion

of phrase structure rules within the lexicalist framework is given in

Farmer (1980).

Because the proposal about the lexicon makes crucial use of

case marking, I will devote the second half of this chapter to a

proposal for case marking that differs from the transformational

approach. In conjunction with this, I will briefly discuss a proposal

for phrase structure rules that is consistent with the lexical

analysis.

The goal of the lexical analysis is to formally characterize

the complex verb, V -sase, within the lexicon. In order to do this,

the analysis will address the following two questions. First, how can

we represent the relationship between the complex verb, V -sase, and the

parts that make up the verb? Second, what is the relationship of

V -sase to the rest of the lexicon?

The first question, like the transformational analysis, is

strictly concerned with the synthesis of V -sase from its parts. In the

lexical analysis the solution must of course be given within the

lexicon. While the transformational analysis would not extend beyond

this first question, the lexical approach entails a further analysis.

The next step, as addressed by the second question, is to describe the

relationship of V -sase to the lexicon as a whole.
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In this chapter we will address the first question, that of

synthesizing V-sase from its parts within the lexicon. In Chapter 4

we will identify some formal features of the lexicon that concern

V -sase, and in the process answer the second question.

The V -sase Lexical Rule

As stated earlier, sase is a highly productive morpheme. The

V in V -sase may be a verb stem, as in tabe -sase 'eat- cause', or it may

itself be a bound morpheme. In fact, in some cases two s ases can occur

in the same complex verb.

(28) Taroo -ga Ziroo -ni Hanako -o ik -ase- sase -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -dat Hanako -acc go- cause -cause -past

'Taro had Jiro make Hanako go.'

The lexical analysis stipulates that the relationship between

V and V-sase is expressed in the lexicon. Thus, the lexicon bears the

responsibility of representing the relationship between any V, either

verb stem or a bound morpheme, that can occur immediately before sase

and the corresponding V -sase. The "verbalizer" gar and the passive

morpheme rare exemplify bound morphemes that can occur immediately

preceding sase (rare appears as are when preceded by a consonant -final

morpheme).

(29) Taroo -ga Ziroo -ni suteeki -o tabe -ta- gar- ase -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -dat steak -acc eat-want-GAR-cause-past

'Taro made Jiro want to eat steak.'



(30) Taroo -ga Ziroo -o Hanako -ni but -are -sase -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -acc Hanako-dat hit - passive -cause -past

'Taro made Jiro be hit by Hanako.'

The two complex verbs in (29) and (30) illustrate the agglutinating

nature of Japanese. Starting with a verb stem, one can build up the

verb by attaching one or more bound morphemes to the right of the verb.

For the sake of consistency with respect to the Lexicalist Hypothesis,

I will assume that the lexicon produces not only a complex verb made

from a verb stem and sase, but all complex verbs formed from a verb

stem and one or more bound morphemes. There is in fact no strong

evidence to the contrary. The one type of morpheme that is excluded

from being attached in the lexicon is tense marking. This will be

discussed in detail in the section on case marking.

Because of the highly productive nature of Base, it appears

that any given V has a corresponding V -sase. However, there are some

exceptions. Our first task in representing the lexical relationship

between V -sase and its parts will be to formally characterize those

verbs that do not occur with sase.

Ergative Verbs

The verb stems it 'need' and ar 'have' as well as the bound

morpheme (rar)e 'can' exemplify verbs that cannot take sase.1

1. There are two Japanese bound morphemes, "potential" and
"passive," that have the form rare. The "potential" rare, when
preceded by a consonant -final morpheme, appears as e, while the
"passive" rare in this context has the form are. To avoid confusion
I will represent the "potential" bound morpheme as (rar)e and the
"passive" one as (r)are.
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(31) a. Boku- ni / -ga kane -ga it -u.

I -dat/ -nom money -nom need - present

'I need money.'

b. *Hanako -ga Taroo-ni kane -o ir- ase -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -dat money -ace need -cause -past

' Hanako made Taro need money.'

(32) a. Taroo- ni / -ga kodomo -ga ar -u.

Taro -dat/ -nom child -nom have - present

'Taro has a child.'

b. *Hanako -ga Taroo-ni kodomo -o ar- ase -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -dat child -acc have -cause -past

'Hanako made Taro have a child.'

(33) a. Taroo- ni / -ga eigo -ga hanas-e-ru.

Taro -dat/ -nom English -nom speak -can- present

'Taro can speak English.'

b. *Hanako -ga Taroo-ni eigo -o haras-e- sase -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -dat English -ace speak -can -cause -past

'Hanako made Taro be able to speak English.'

The three examples not only fail to occur with sase, but they

also fail to occur with most other bound morphemes, e.g., (r)are,

'passive'. By characterizing them in such a way that the lexical rule

for V -sase will not operate on these verbs, we can avoid anomalous

V- sases. And the same characterization may be utilized by other

lexical rules involving complex verbs. Using terminology first

introduced by Kuroda (1978), I will refer to verbs exemplified in (31),

(32), and (33) as "ergative" verbs.



Note that all three ergative verbs given above share a meaning

that may be portrayed as "stative" ('need', 'have', 'can'). It would

be plausible then to block ergative verbs from occurring with sase by

stating that sase only attaches to non -stative Vs. However, "stative"

is difficult to define, and I will attempt to characterize ergative

verbs on the basis of a more explicit criterion.

Can we make a generalization about the ergative verbs without

reference to meaning? The answer is yes, if we focus our attention on

case marking of the NPs that the verbs subcategorize. Consider the

two verb stems ir 'need' and ar 'have'. Both take two NP arguments.

The important point to note here is that, for both verbs, the second

NP is marked with the nominative case marker gá. Precisely the same

observation can be made for the "potential" bound morpheme (rar)e in

(33a). In (33a), ( rar)e, occurs with the verb stem hanas 'speak', and

the complex verb hanas-e 'speak -can' has two NPs the second of which is

marked with gá. The apparent generalization then is that ergative

verbs are two -place predicates whose second NP is marked with the

nominative This definition will suffice for the data already

presented, but a closer examination of (rar)e 'can' will show that the

definition needs to be modified in two respects.

Two facts about V- (rar)e do not conform to the definition given

above for ergative verbs. First, along with the case marking array

illustrated in (33a) (NP- ni / -ga NP -ga), the complex verb hanas-e

'speak -can' may also have the following.
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(3I) Taroo -ga eigo -o hanas -e -ru.

Taro -nom English -ace speak -can- present

'Taro can speak English.'

A slight difference in nuance exists between (33a) and (34) (Makino

1975 -76), but what concerns us here is that the second NP (21 1,60 takes

the accusative o in (3)3). Second, a complex verb formed with (rar)e

need not be a two -place predicate.

(35) a. Taroo-ga Hanako-ni kane -o age- rare -ru.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat money -acc give -can - present

'Taro can give money to Hanako.'

b. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni kane -ga age -rare -ru.

money -nom give -can- present

'Taro can give money to Hanako.'

Note that in (35b) the right-most NP (kane) is marked with gá.

In spite of these two points, we must still regard V- (rar)e as

ergative given the fact that it does not take sase (or most other

productive morphemes). The following definition will allow us to do

this. An ergative verb is a two- or three- place verb that can assign

as to the right -most NP. According to this definition, a verb is

ergative if: (a) it is a two- or three -place verb; (b) if, among the

possible case arrays (if there are more than one), at least one array

assigns gá to the right-most NP. By this definition, (34) and (35)

need not be considered as counterexamples to regarding V- (rar)e as

ergative.
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One further point needs to be made concerning (rar)e. Because

of the case array illustrated in (33) and (35b), (rar)e qualifies as

an ergative verb. But the verb stem to which it attaches, hanas

'speak' or a,gee 'give', is nonergative.

(36) a. Taroo -ga eigo -o hanas-u.

Taro -nom English -acc speak- present

'Taro (will) speak(s) English.'

b. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni hanas -u.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat speak- present

'Taro will speak to Hanako.'

c. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni sono koto -o hanas -u.

that matter -acc speak- present

'Taro will speak to Hanako about that matter.'

(37) Taroo -ga Hanako-ni kane -o age -ta.

money -ace give -past

'Taro gave money to Hanako.'

As shown, the case arrays for the NPs of hanas and a,2e do not reflect

the ergative case array.

Now, (rar)e, being a bound morpheme, never occurs by itself,

but must always attach to another morpheme such as a verb stem. The

fact that the complex verbs hanas-e 'speak -can' in (33a) and age -rare

'give -can' in (35b) reflect the ergative case marking is evidence that

each of the complex verbs as a whole comprises an ergative verb. In

other words, (rar)e functions to turn nonergative verbs into ergative

verbs. While only a handful of "basic" ergative verbs exist, (rar)e
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will convert just about any nonergative verb into an ergative one.

Once the conversion is made, the complex verb with (rar)e is effective-

ly excluded from taking most other bound morphemes, including sase.

I have in essence identified two formal characteristics of

ergative verbs. First, ergative verbs have at least one case array

that assigns the nominative $á to the right -most NP. Second, most

productive morphemes do not attach to ergative verbs. I will briefly

comment on the second point.

There are some bound morphemes that can occur with ergative

(as well as nonergative) verbs. These include nai 'not', tense marker,

s i 'too much /many', and the "honorific" masu.

(38) a. Taroo -ga kodomo -ga ar -nai ( =nai).

Taro -nom child -nom have -not

'Taro doesn't have a child.'

b. Taroo -ga kodomo -ga ar -ta ( =at -ta).

have -past

'Taro had a child.'

c. Taroo-ga kodomo -ga ari- sugi -ru.

have -too:many- present

'Taro has too many children.'

d. Taroo -ga kodomo -ga ari-masu.

have -honorific

'Taro has a child.'

These morphemes have one thing in common: none of them changes the

case array of the verb to which it attaches. In other words, these

morphemes do not impose a case array of their own. Since we have
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defined an ergative verb on the basis of case marking, what this means

is that an ergative verb, whether basic or derived, will always stay

ergative. No bound morpheme exists that can attach to an ergative

verb and impose a nonergative case array.

It is interesting to note that all of the bound morphemes that

do not impose a case array of their own, and thus can occur with

ergative as well as nonergative verbs, have the feature [ +Aux] as

proposed by Akmajian and Kitagawa (1976 -77). While Akmajian and

Kitagawa also attribute this feature to some morphemes that do impose

a case array of their own, e.g., the "potential" (rar)e, we can gener-

alize that any bound morpheme that does not specify a case array of its

will automatically be associated with the feature [ +Aux]. I will

comment more on this later in the chapter.

As we have seen, case marking plays a crucial role in the

characterization of ergative verbs. To decide whether or not a verb is

ergative, we need only to look at the case array of its NPs. But where

do we look for this information about case marking? Since we want to

prevent the lexical rule for V -sase from applying to the ergative

verbs, and since lexical rules have access only to lexical entries, the

information on case marking must be included in the lexical entry of

the ergative verbs. And the most obvious place to designate the case

marking is in the subcategorization feature. Thus, for example, the

ergative verb it 'need' subcategorizes its NPs as [NP -aa NP -gá ]

and [NP -ni NP -Eá ]. To be consistent, we can also assume that case

marking appears in the subcategorization feature of nonergative verbs.

Hence, the subcategorization feature of a nonergative verb such as



but 'hit' is [NP -gá NP -o ].

This proposal about case marking in effect rejects Kuroda's

formal interpretation of case markers that has been incorporated into

the standard transformational approach. In that approach, as ó, and

(some) ni are inserted transformationally into the PS marker. What I

am claiming is that the information about case marking must be avail-

able at the word level for verbs. I will elaborate on this approach

to case marking later in this chapter.

By avoiding ergative verbs, we can insure that the lexical

rule for V -sase will only account for the acceptable V- sases. I will

next turn to the V -sase lexical rule.2
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2. The verb wakar 'understand' comprises one counterexample
to the statement that an ergative verb does not occur with s ase. As

shown below, wakar assigns a to the right -most NP, thus meeting the
criterion as an ergative verb. Despite this, the verb commonly occurs
with sase.

(i) a. Taroo -ga eigo -ga wakar-u.

Taro -nom English -nom understand- present

'Taro understands English.'

b. Hanako -ga Taroo-ni sono koto -o wakar- ase -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -dat that matter -acc understand- cause -past

' Hanako made Taro understand that matter.'

It is not clear why (ib) is possible. Pending further analysis (which
will not be attempted in this thesis), wakar will be regarded as an
exception.



Sase Word Formation Rule

We now know that, with the exception of ergative verbs, any

verb, simple or complex, will be included in the scope of the V -sase

lexical rule. Our task now is to describe this lexical rule.

I will begin with a brief account of two major proposals that

have been put forth for representing lexical relationships, namely,

lexical redundancy rules (Jackendoff 1975) and word formation rules

(Aronoff 1976). We will draw from the two proposals in developing our

theory of complex verbs and the lexicon.

Jackendoff terms any rule in the lexicon that represents a

relationship between two lexical items as a "lexical redundancy rule"

(LRR). For example, he proposes the following as an LRR for repre-

senting the relationship between such words as decision and decide

(Jackendoff 1975, p. 6142) (I have excluded one minor detail).

(39)

/g ion

+N

+[NPlis (P) NP2]

ABSTRACT RESULT OF ACT

OF NPlts Z -ing NP2

+V

+[NPl (P) NP2]

NP Z NP2

Each lexical entry indicates four types of information. The first

one, indicated between the slanted lines, is the phonological repre-

sentation. The second line gives the lexical category to which the

lexical item belongs. The subcategorization feature is indicated in
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the third line. The fourth type of information is the semantic repre-

sentation of the lexical item. In addition to this, the two-way arrow

indicates that the two lexical items are lexically related.3

Given an LRR such as (39), Jackendoff suggests two possible

theories of the lexicon that he terms "full- entry" and "impover-

ished- entry" theories. In the full -entry theory, each lexical entry

is fully specified, that is, it includes all four types of information

indicated in (39). In the impoverished -entry theory, only one entry,

say, decide, is associated with a fully-specified entry; its lexical

counterpart, decision, has an entry that is not fully specified (or,

possibly, has no entry at all).

Jackendoff concludes that the full -entry theory is superior to

the impoverished -entry theory. His argument rests on words such as

aggression, retribution, and fission. These words resemble decision in

form, yet they lack a "derivational ancestor" such as de_ cide ( *aggress

*retributee, *fiss).4 In the impoverished -entry theory, one is forced

to enter into the lexicon these nonexisting sources, then block their

insertion into a sentence by "some powerful mechanism" (Ibid., p. 646).

Lakoff's "positive absolute exception" (Lakoff 1971) and Halle's

[- Lexical Insertion] (Halle 1973) are two such mechanisms.

3. See Jackendoff (1975) for further discussion of the
significance of two lexical items that are lexically related.

4. Because of back formation, aggress has recently attained

"bona fide word" status. Also, the verb Piss is now apparently

starting to be used by those dealing with nuclear fission (this
information due to Susan Steele).
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In the full -entry theory, only the lexical items that actually

occur in the language enter the lexicon. Thus, an item such as

*retribute does not have a lexical entry. In this theory the absence

of a derivational ancestor amounts to a gap, and nothing more. No

mechanism, powerful or otherwise, needs to be called on to account

for words such as retribution.

With respect to the two theories of the lexicon discussed

above, Aronoff (1976) takes a position similar to that of Jackendoff's,

i.e., the full -entry theory. To express lexical relations, however, ht

opts for a mechanism that is required in any case for the production of

new words in the language. This is the morphological word formation

rule (WFR).

It is a fact that we form new words, though some may have a

lifetime of one utterance, and these words almost always follow some

predetermined pattern, i.e., they are the product of a WFR. In

Aronoff's system, we can express a lexical relationship only if the

same relation is expressible with a WFR. Thus, "the only sorts of

facts which can count as redundancies or generalizations in the anal-

ysis of existing words are those which enter into the formation of

new ones" (Ibid., p. 31).

The theory of complex verbs that I will present is based in

part on the principles that Aronoff has proposed. A WFR, the "Sase

WFR," will bear the responsibility of expressing the relationship

between a V and the corresponding V -sase. As we develop our theory,

we will see that there are many points of departure from Aronoff's

conception of a WFR and the lexicon. This is not surprising since
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Japanese, being an agglutinative language, has morphological charac-

teristics quite different from English.

For the moment I will leave open the question of whether the

full -entry or the impoverished -entry theory is to be preferred. This

issue will be taken up in the next chapter in conjunction with the

discussion of another feature of Aronoff's system. As for the LRRs

proposed by Jackendoff, a similar type of rule will be utilized, but

in a slightly different context. This will be shown in the discussion

on case marking.

Let us begin by formulating the Sase WFR. I will assume that

a bound morpheme such as sase has its own lexical entry, and a WFR

"matches" the bound morpheme with, say, a verb stem; the WFR furnishes

information of its own that is appropriate for the derivative. The

lexical entry of a bound morpheme specifies categorial membership

( "affix "), semantic representation (e.g., CAUSE), and possibly some

others. The entry does not specify a subcategorization feature since

a bound morpheme, by definition, will not occur by itself in a

sentence, but is attached to another morpheme by a WFR.

The following, though incomplete in many respects, will help

to illustrate some important points regarding the Sase WFR. Following

Aronoff, I will refer to the input of a WFR as the "base."



(40) Sase WFR: Preliminary Version

[x]

+V

-ergative

[NP ]

[Lx] sase]

+V

-ergative

[ NP NP ]
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This rule partially describes the WFR as it applies to an intransitive

verb.

According to (40): (a) the Sase WFR operates on nonergative

verbs; (b) the output of the WFR is likewise nonergative; (b) the WFR

adds one NP argument to the subcategorization feature of the base.

Regarding phonological information, I will simply assume that a phono-

logical rule will delete the first s in sase when sase attaches to a

consonant -final verb. For the moment I will also assume that V -sase

will be assigned a semantic representation of the form CAUSE NP TO,

% (NP). A more detailed discussion of the meaning of V -sase will be

given in Chapter 4.

I will comment on four points regarding V -sase in light of

(40). First, what is the formal function of sase? As shown in (40),

it does not change the categorial membership of the base. What it

does, however, is to add one NP argument to the base. On the basis of

this, I will characterize sase as formally a "transitivizer" in the

technical sense that it converts an n -place predicate into an n+1 -place

predicate. In order to formally represent this, we can adopt the

formalism [(NP)n ] and [(NP)n *1 ] as the subcategorization
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features for the input and output of the Sase WFR (this was suggested

to me by Adrian Akmajian). Unlike (40), which deals only with an

intransitive base, this formalism will allow the WFR to operate on

transitive (and in fact any n- place) verbs as well.5

5. There appears to be a constraint that is most likely
universal on the number of NP arguments that a verb can subcategorize.
This constraint renders as awkward a ditransitive verb, e.g., age
'give', that is transitivized, i.e., the constraint limits the number
of NPs subcategorized by a verb to three.

(i) ?Taroo -ga Hanako-ni Ziroo -ni hon -o age -sase -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat Jiro -dat book -acc give- cause -past

'Taro made Hanako give the book to Jiro.'

Interestingly, however, the awkwardness disappears if one of the NP -ni
phrases is moved to the right of the verb to, say, form a relative
clause or a pseudo -cleft construction (this point due to Chisato
Kitagawa).

(ii) a. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni hon -o age -sase -ta Ziroo -ga nai -ta.

give -cause -past Jiro -nom cry -past

'Jiro who Taro forced to give the book to Hanako cried.'
'Jiro who Taro forced Hanako to give the book to cried.'

b. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni hon -o age -sase -ta nowa Ziroo -da.

one Jiro -copula

'The one who Taro forced to give the book to Hanako was
Jiro.'

'The one who Taro forced Hanako to give the book to was
Jiro.'

Note that the two sentences in (ii) have ambiguous interpretations for
the roles played by Hanako and Jiro, i.e., either Taro forced Jiro to
give the book to Hanako, or he forced Hanako to give the book to Jiro.

I will not attempt to explicate the reason why the two
sentences in (ii), but not the sentence in (i), are acceptable. The
two sentences in (ii) would require further specifications on the
subcategorization features and phrase structure rules than are given
in this thesis.
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The second point concerns the base of the Sase WFR. According._,

to Aronoff, a WFR applies only to already existing words (Ibid., p.

21). To make the Sase WFR workable, however, we must reject this

assumption. We can see the problem most clearly where sase attaches

to a consonant -final verb. The Sase WFR can operate on nonergative

verb stems such as kak 'write' to form kak -ase. However, the verb

stem, kak, is not an independently occurring word, but an abstract

entity. Thus, something, e.g., a tense marker, must always attach to

the verb stem before it can be considered as an actual word. Unless

we reject Aronoff's "word-based" assumption, we cannot capture the

otherwise regular morphological process for V -sase, and, in fact, for

many other complex verbs.6

The third point also concerns the base. According to (40),

there is nothing to prevent the output of the rule from subsequently

acting as the base of the same WFR. In fact we should not prevent this

since sentences such as (28) illustrate that V- sase -sase is acceptable

in some cases. I suggest that no restriction should be placed on the

WFR to, prevent, say, a V -sase- sase -sase -sase -sase from being formed.

As far as the morphological word formation process is concerned, this

is a possible Japanese word. Such a word will be blocked from taking

part in the syntax of the language by an independent, syntactic

mechanism, namely, the phrase structure rules. This will be illus-

trated in the next section.

6. Lieber (1980) also draws the conclusion that an ab-

stract entity may act as the base of a WFR.
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The final point concerns case marking of NPs that a V -sase

subcategorizes. It has already been proposed that information about

case marking must appear in the lexical entry of a verb. But the Sase

WFR in (40) fails to designate this information. To deal with case

marking for NPs subcategorized by V -sase, we must first lay out a

general proposal for case marking within the framework of lexical

analysis, and we will now turn to the discussion of one such proposal.

Case Marking

We have seen that in order to identify ergative verbs at the

word level, information about case marking must be included in the

lexical entry of verbs. It has already been proposed that the sub -

categorization feature of the verb should carry this information. In

this section I will elaborate on this approach to case marking.

The subcategorization feature of a lexical item specifies the

type of structure into which the item may be inserted. If the sub -

categorization feature includes information about case marking, as I

have proposed, lexical insertion of a verb must be sensitive not only

to the number of NPs (and, in some cases, to a complement) in the

structure, but also to the case marking of these NPs. This entails

that each of the NPs in the base has case marking before lexical in-

sertion of verbs takes place. We will begin our discussion of case

marking with an account of the base component consistent with the

lexical approach to case marking.
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Phrase Structure Rules

I propose (following a suggestion by Adrian Akmajian) the

following type of phrase structure rules for Japanese. The category

af stands for "affix," which, in this case, is case marking.

(hi) S-3NP (NP) (NP) V

VP -4 (Det) N1 -af

This represents only a fragment of the rule, e.g., it does not include

postpositions that carry a definite meaning (e.g., kara 'from') and,

also, other categories, but it will suffice to illustrate the important

features with respect to case marking.

Each case marker has a lexical entry, with phonological,

categorial, and subcategorization information specified in the entry.7

The following illustrates the lexical entry for the nominative case

marker gá.

(h2)

At the time of lexical insertion, any case marker can be inserted under'

the node 11, with no constraint on the order of the case markers.

Hence, given, say, a deep structure with two NPs, the possible case

arrays include N- -ni N1-o, N1-o Ni-o, Ni-ga N
1
-ga, N

1
-o N

1
-ga, and

7. The reason for associating the subcategorization feature

[Nl ] to the "case marker" affix is to distinguish this affix
from other kinds of affixes. See Akmajian and Kitagawa (forthcoming)

for a detailed discussion of various types of affixes.
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N1-ga N1 -o. Some of these structures obviously will never be used, so

that the base, in essence, overgenerates structures.

The appropriate case arrays will be picked out from among the

generated arrays when the verb is inserted into the structure. Here,

I will adopt a convention for subcategorization features that repre-

sents both the number of NPs that a verb subcategorizes as well as the

case marking that the verb specifies for each N1. A transitive verb

such as but 'hit' will be associated with the subcategorization feature

[NPR NPo ], while an ergative verb such as it 'need' will have the

two frames [NPR NPR
--]

and [NP NPR J. A verb can only be
Li-1

inserted into a structure that is identified by the subcategorization

feature. For a deep structure with two NPs, only those structures with

case arrays identified by a two -place verb will be inserted a verb, and

the rest of the structures will be left without a verb. Any structure

with "open" nodes- -i.e., terminal nodes without a lexical item --will be

marked as ungrammatical.8 In this way lexical insertion of verbs acts

as a filter to block the unacceptable case arrays.

As a final note concerning phrase structure rules, it should be

pointed out that a phrase structure rule also acts as a filter of sort,

. in that it imposes a restriction on the possible verbs that can occur

in the sentences of the language. Recall that the Sase WFR may apply

to its own output, which has the effect of producing a complex verb

with any number of sases (V- sase -sase- sase...). As far as the process

8. See comments by Hale (1980) for not postulating an empty

node for Japanese.
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of word formation is concerned, a V with any number of sases is a pos-

sible word in Japanese. However, not just any V -sase will be inserted

into the base structure. The phrase structure rules illustrated in

(41) limit the number of NP arguments (with a, ó or dative ni) in an

S to three. Consequently, a verb that subcategorizes more than three

NPs will not fit into a base structure regardless of whether or not

it is a possible Japanese word. A complex verb that can occur in a

sentence will have, at most, two sases, and this is only for those

cases where V is intransitive, so that the V- sase -sase subcategorizes

three NPs. An example of one such complex verb was given in (28)

(ik- ase -sase tgo -cause -cause).

Canonical Case Array

We will now turn to case marking as it pertains to the sub -

categorization feature of verbs. The following illustrates the three

most common case arrays in Japanese.

(43) a. Intransitive

[NP

b. Transitive

[NP NP ]

c. Ditransitive

[NP NP NP

I will refer to these three as the Canonical Case Array (CCA).

Because so many verbs have the CCA for their NPs, instead of

actually listing the case markers for each of these verbs, a redundancy

rule for subcategorization frames- -the "case redundancy rule " --will be
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formulated that assigns the CCA.

(lily) Case Redundancy Rule

[NP

[NP NP ] -OP NPo `]

[NP...NP...NP -] -4 [NPa....N ....NP ]a.
i will refer to an NP without case marking (i.e., NPs on the left side

of the arrow) as an "unmarked" NP. (44) is to read as: in the sub -

categorization feature, if there is one unmarked NP, assign gá to it;

if there are two unmarked NPs, assign gá to the first NP and o to the

second NP; if there are more than two unmarked NPs, assignna to the

left -most , assign o to the right -most , and assign ni to any

other NP. The following illustrates the operation of the case

redundancy rule for intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive verbs.

(45) a.
-

ne !sleep' r ne

[NP ] [NP

Taroo-na ne-ta.

Taro-nom sleep-past

'Taro slept.'

b. but 'hit' but- -
[ NP NP _] [NP

a
No ]n

Taroo- Hanako-o but -ta.

Hanako -acc hit -past

Taro hit Hanako.'



c. me 'give'

[NP NP NP ]

lit
_- [NP NP N P

g- - - ]

Taroo -tea Hanako-ni hon -o age -ta.

Hanako -dat book -acc give -past

'Taro gave a book to Hanako.'

In this way, unmarked subcategorization frames become marked.

If a particular case marker of an NP argument of some verbs

fails to adhere to the CCA, that case marker must be specified in the

subcategorization feature of the verbs from the beginning. For

example, the verb nar 'become' takes two NP arguments, but it does not

follow the transitive CCA (the same verb also allows to for the second

NP; I will not deal with this second possibility).

(16) Taroo -ga sensei -ni nar -ta ( =nat -ta).

Taro -nom teacher -dat become -past

'Taro became a teacher.'

For this verb, the sub categorization feature before the application of

the case redundancy rule would be [NP NPIi ]; there is only one

unmarked NP, so the redundancy rule will assign Ea to it, as in

[NP
Et. Nni _J .

S ase WFR And Case Marking

The subcategorization feature of the output of a WFR will

always incorporate the subcategorization feature of the base. As a

simple example, the verb nar 'become', when transitivized with sale,

has the following as one of the possible case arrays for its NP

arguments.
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(47) Hanako-ga Taroo -o sensei -ni nar- ase -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -acc teacher -dat become -cause -past

1Hanako made Taro become a teacher.'

The dative ni for the third NP, sensei-ni, is a carry -over from the

marked case marker of nar.

I will assume, then, that as a first step in specifying the

subcategorization feature of the output, a WFR copies the subcatego-

rization feature of the base onto the lexical entry of the output.

To do this, let us look again at the formalism,

[(NP)n ]-- ¡[(NP)n +l ], which we have adopted for the Sase WFR.

This formalism is in essence a shorthand for operations such as

[NP _] --a[NP NP ] and [NP NP ]--)DIP NP NP J. To insure

that any marked case markers for the base are carried over to the

output, we will simply make it a convention of the formalism that, not

only NPs, but also any case markers that appear in the subcategori-

zation feature of the base are copied onto the lexical entry of the

output. Furthermore, we must specify that an NP added on by a WFR will

appear as the left-most NP in the subcategorization feature of the

output. The following illustrates the application of the Sase WFR to

the verb nar 'become'.

(48) [[nar] sase]

DIP NP. ] [ NP NP
NPni ]

In (148) the only case marker that appears in the subcategori-

zation feature of the base, and one that gets copied onto the output,

is ni, which is not part of the CCA and thus is listed in the lexical
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entry of nar as a marked case marker. Hence the Sase WFR does not

utilize case marking in the base that is assigned by the case redundan-

cy rule.

The Sase WFR does not assign any case markers to its output.

The subcategorization frames for the rule, [ (NP)n _]-[(NP)'

only specify that an NP is to be added to the subcategorization

feature of the base. From this, it is predicted that the redundancy

rule assigns all case marking to the unmarked NPs subcategorized by a

VV ase. The V-sase does in fact subcategorize NPs with the CCA, either

NP NP or NP NP NP depending on whether the base is intransitive--áá --ni
or transitive. However, when two NPs appear in the subcategorization

feature of V -sase, there is an additional case array along with the

CCA. In this array the second NP is assigned the dative ni.

(19) Taroo -ga Hanako-o/-ni ne- sase -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako- acc /-dat sleep -cause -past

'Taro made /let Hanako sleep.'

To deal with this array, a new type of rule will be introduced that

deals specifically with marked case marking associated with a WFR

derivative. This type of rule will be termed the Marked -Case

Specification Rule (MCSR). An MCSR applies to a certain class or

classes of WFR derivatives, and its function is to introduce new sub -

categorization frame(s) for the derivation in addition to the existing

frame(s). The Dative MCSR, which applies to the output of the Sase WFR

as well as to passives (this will be shown later), is as follows

( "==)" will be used for an MCSR to distinguish it from other types
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of rules).

(50) Dative Marked -Case Specification Rule

[ NP NP -_] [ NP NPni -]
An MCSR is different from the case redundancy rule in two important

respects. First, unlike the redundancy rule, which can apply to both

stems and WFR derivatives, an MCSR will only operate on the output of

a WFR. Second, while the redundancy rule changes the input (e.g.,

[NP _]), an MCSR leaves the input as it is, and adds an

additional subcategorization frame to the lexical entry. Thus, the

application of (50) results in the lexical entry (51) for a V-sase that

subcategorizes two unmarked NPs.9

(51) [[v_] s_]

[NP NP _]

[NP Nñi--]_
This second point concerning an MCSR resembles a WFR, in that the input

of a WFR will itself occur in the lexicon even after the application of

the WFR; the WFR simply introduces an additional lexical item on the

basis of the input.

The need for an MCSR directly reflects an additional burden put

on the speaker in learning a particular class of verbs. The case

9. The idea to incorporate MCSRs and the label "Marked -Case
Specification Rule" were suggested by Adrian Akmajian.

There is another plausible method for dealing with marked case
marking in cases such as the two - place V -sase. Instead of an MCSR,

we can formulate a special redundancy rule for these cases. In this
thesis, I will only pursue the method utilizing MCSRs.
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redundancy rule can assign case marking for the unmarked NPs subcate-

gorized by a Vsase with one exception. When a V -sase subcategorizes

two unmarked NPs, the second NP may be marked by either the accusative

o or the dative ni. The case redundancy rule predicts the accusative

., but the additional possibility of the dative ni is idiosyncratic to

transitive V -sase verbs. Any idiosyncrasy, whether it involves a class

of words such as the transitive V -sase or a particular lexical item

such as ni for the second NP argument of the verb nar 'become', must be

learned individually. In the case of the transitive V -sase, the idio-

syncrasy is in the form of a rule keyed to two classes of verbs --V

and the passives (the latter will be discussed in the next sub-

section)- -while the idiosyncrasy associated with nar 'become' is

restricted to that particular lexical item.

In terms of the lexical theory, the introduction of MCSR

entails an additional power attributed to the lexicon. While an MCSR

can deal with certain idiosyncratic phenomena, it also poses a problem

for the theory. As it stands, there is nothing to prevent the formu-

lation of an MCSR that, say, introduces the subcategorization feature

[No NPR NP ] on the basis of [NP ]. Such a rule is empiri-

cally implausible, but nevertheless theoretically possible. An MCSR

must somehow be independently constrained in order to preclude this

kind of possibility. The constraint, which I will term the

Case /Structure Preserving Constraint, resembles both in concept and in

terminology a syntactic constraint proposed by Emonds (1976).
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(52) Case /Structure Preserving Constraint

An MCSR cannot add or subtract NP arguments, and
the rule can only introduce a case array that already
exists for the NP argument(s) of a non -derived, basic
verb, i.e., a verb stem.

This constraint provides two reasons why one cannot formulate an MCSR

that introduces [NPó NPni NP.._] on the basis of [NP ]. First of

all, this MCSR adds NP arguments, which is prohibited by the first part

of the constraint. Second, no verb stem exists that exhibits the case

array NPo NP NP for its NP arguments, thus precluding this case

array as output of an MCSR. On the other hand, the Dative MCSR in (50)

adheres to the constraint, in that it maintains the same number of NP

arguments for the output as the input, and the case array [NP NP ]
ni

is found in the subcategorization feature of non -derived verb stems,

e.g., nar 'become'.

The preceding discussion assumes that the three types of rules

we have discussed so far have the following ordering.

Figure 1 Flow Chart I

(Preliminary)
Word Formation Rule

Marked -Case Specification Rule

Case Redundancy Rule I

WFR and MCSR are intrinsically ordered since an MCSR can only operate

on the output of a WFR. With respect to the two case - marking rules,

however, we can conceivably reverse the order by modifying the MCSR.

Instead of the Dative MCSR in (50), we can formulate an alternative
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rule that would apply after the case redundancy rule.

(50') pipet, NP0 ___)==[Npal NPni

In terms of the end - result, this rule is as acceptable as the original

version in (50). I will argue, however, that (5O)- -and the rule

ordering in Figure 1 --is to be preferred over (50W). The most import-

ant reason for this concerns a generalization that holds for the case

redundancy rule and, as we will see later, WFRs. In both cases,

rule- governed case assignment involves only unmarked NPs. If we adopt

the original version of the Dative MCSR, this generalization will apply

to the MCSR as well since the rule operates on unmarked NPs. On the

other hand, if we choose the alternative version in (500), the gener-

alization cannot extend to the MCSR. This Dative MCSR in essence

applies to case markers that are present in the input, converting one

of them ( ) to another case marker (NNPPii). Since both versions will

produce the correct case array, it would be preferable to adopt the

original version in order to maintain the generalization for the MCSR

as well as for the case redundancy rule and WFRs.10

10. As shown, in the lexical approach the lexicon provides all
necessary information with respect to the 'ni alternation. At first
this appears to be radically different from re transformational one,
in which the alternation is viewed as resulting from two different
transformational processes. However, when we reflect on the transfor-
mational approach, we note that it too depends crucially on lexical
information.

Recall that in the transformational approach, two types of deep
structure are postulated for virtually all V -sase sentences (o- and
ni- causatives), i.e., [NP NP [NP (NP) V]S sa Sse and
P [NP (NP) V]S sase]s. In this approach, the most basic assumption

behind the o /ni alternation is that the verb sase can occur in the
environment-[NP (NP) S ,]. In other words, s- ase alternates between

a two -place verb and a three -place verb. And it is precisely this

lexical factor that ultimately allows the o /ni alternation.
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Case Marking And The Passive V- (r)are,

In the transformational approach, two types of analyses have

been given for the passive construction. These two analyses, which

have come to be called "nonuniform" and "uniform" theories, are

respectively represented by Kuno (1973) and Howard and Niekawa -Howard

(1976).11

Kuno distinguishes between what he calls "pure" and "adversity"

passives. In the derivation of pure passives, the morpheme (r)are is

transformationally inserted, but in the case of adversity passives, the

passive morpheme is postulated as a "higher" verb in a complex deep

structure. This distinction in part reflects the relationship, or the

lack of a relationship, of a sentence with V- (r)are to a nonpassive

sentence: a pure passive always has an active counterpart, so that

this passive may be viewed as the result of transformationally per-

mutating the NPs in the active construction, i.e., similar to the

English passive construction, but an adversity passive does not have

a direct active counterpart, and hence, the morpheme ( r)are does not

result from a transformational process, but is present in the deep

structure.

(53) and (54) exemplify pure and adversity passives respective-

ly.

11. The term "nonuniform" was first introduced by N.
McCawley (1972); the term now has, wide currency since being adopted
by Howard and Niekawa -Howard (1976).
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(53) Taroo -ga Hanako-ni but -are -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat hit - passive -past

'Taro was hit by Hanako.'

Cf. Hanako -ga Taroo-o but -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -acc hit -past

'Hanako hit Taro.'

(54) Taroo -ga ame -ni hur- are -ta.

Taro -nom rain -dat fall-passive-past

'Taro was rained on.'

Cf. Ame -ga fur -ta (= fut -ta).

rain -nom fall -past

'It rained.'

Note that while (53) has an active counterpart, the NP marked by the

nominative gá in (54) (Taroo -ga) is an "extra NP" not found in the

active sentence.

As one justification for distinguishing between the two typ

of passives, it is shown that the reflexive zibun has ambiguous

referents in the adversity, but not in the pure, passive (Kuno 1973,

pp. 301 -304). Coupled with the transformational analysis of zibun, the

nonuniform analysis would predict this fact since it associates a

complex underlying structure for the adversity passive and a simplex

one for the pure passive.

(55) Tarooi -ga Hanakoj ni zibun. .no heya -de but -are -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako-dat self 's room -in hit - passive -past

'Taro was hit by Hanako in his / *her (own) room.'
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(56) Tarooi -ga Hanako.-ni zibuni,jno heya -e ik -are -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat self Is room -to go- passive -past

'Taro was adversely affected by Hanako going to his/her

(own) room.'

Howard and Niekawa- Howard (1976), in their uniform analysis of

passives, assign the morpheme (r)are as a higher verb in the deep

structure for all instances of the passive construction. As one

justification for this approach, they observe that the meaning of

( r)are is consistent for all cases of V- (r)are, which would contradict

the nonuniform approach. In the latter, the pure passive morpheme is

transformationally inserted, and thus is predicted to be devoid of

semantic content. Howard and Niekawa - Howard then introduce a modifi-

cation to the analysis of zibun (the Reflexive Coreference Constraint)

that would allow the uniform approach to passives to deal with facts

illustrated in (55) and (56).

The lexical analysis of passives presented below parallels

nonuniform theory, to the extent that two WFRs will be formulated that

correspond to "pure" and "adversity" passives. I will distinguish the

two types of V- (r)are, not on the grounds of meaning or the reflexive,

but on the basis of case marking of the subcategorized NPs and the

formal function of the respective (r)ares.

Let us begin by looking at cases such as (53), namely, those

passives that have a direct active counterpart. Along with (53),

there are examples such as (57) and (58) in which the V- (r)are is relat-

ed to a ditransitive verb ((57) and (58) are taken from Kuno (1973)).



(57) Mary -ga John -ni kunsyoo -o atae -rare -ta.

-nom -dat medal -acc give - passive -past

'Mary was given a medal by John.'

(58) Kunsyoo -ga John -ni (yotte) Mary -ni atae -rare -ta.

medal -nom -dat (by) -dat give - passive -past

'A medal was given by John to Mary.'

Cf. John -ga Mary -ni kunsyoo -o atae -ta.

-nom -dat medal -acc give -past

'John gave a medal to Mary.'

In (53), (57), and (58), the number of NPs subcategorized by

the base (but 'hit', atae 'give') equals the number of NPs subcatego-

rized by the corresponding V- (r)are. Also, in (53), the second of the

two NPs takes dative ni, contrary to the transitive CCA that predicts

accusative o for this NP. Furthermore, in (57) and (58), not only do

we have the ditransitive CCA in (57), but the idiosyncratic case array

NP NP . in (58).-n --ni

Concerning the dative ni associated with the second of the two

NPs in (53), I will assume that the WFR itself assigns this idiosyn-

cratic case marker. In the discussion of V -sase, the Dative MCSR was

introduced to deal with the idiosyncratic appearance of ni for the

second of two NPs. However, in the case of V- (r)are such as the one

in (53), the MCSR would be inappropriate. If we utilized the MCSR

for this passive, after its application, we would end up with the two

subcategorization frames [NP NP J and [NP NPli ]. But the only

applicable frame for the V- (r)are is [NP NPni ]. By having the



WFR furnish the dative ni, only the appropriate subcategorization

frame will be associated with the V- (r)are. The following WFR is

proposed for cases such as (53) (the term "Detransitivizing" will be

explained below).

(59) Detransitivizing Passive WFR12

[x]

L

-ergative

[(NP)n

[[x] rare]

+V

-ergative

[(NP)n +l ]

Assign ni to the

second unmarked NP
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Unlike the Sase WFR, which adds an NP argument to the sub -

categorization frame of the output, the Detransitivizing Passive WFR

maintains the same number of NP arguments. But because the WFR assigns

ni to what was an unmarked NP for the base, the WFR has the effect of

reducing by one the number of unmarked NPs. Thus, with respect to

unmarked NPs, we can characterize the process represented by the WFR

as converting an n -place verb into an n -1 place verb. The primary

formal function of the morpheme (r)are in cases such as (53) is, then,

as a detransitivizer.

12. The lexical entry of the " detransitivizing" passive must
specify the permutation of NPs that occurs in the process of producing
the complex verb. I assume that this will be done by a semantic
interpretation that keys in on indexing of NPs (or some notational
variant).
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The characterization of the morpheme as a detransitivizer

predicts that the morpheme will not attach to an intransitive V,

i.e., one cannot reduce the number of NP argument(s) by one for a

one -place verb. We in fact do not find a V- (r)are, made up of an

intransitive V and the detransitivizing (r)are. For the sake of

exposition, I will refer to this type of ( r)are as

D(etransitivizing)- (r)are, and the V- (r)are that results from attaching

the D- (r)are to a V as D- passive.

Let us see what happens if we apply the Sase WFR to the output

of the D- passive WFR. The following sentence results from the appli-

cation of the Sase WFR to the D- passive but _are 'hit - passive' in (54).

(60) Ziroo -ga Taroo -o / -ni Hanako -ni but -are -sase -ta.

Jiro -nom Taro- acc / -dat Hanako-dat hit -passive- cause -past

'Jiro made /let Taro be hit by Hanako.'

What we see for the second NP in (60) is the o /ni alternation, with the

ni being furnished by the Dative MCSR. Now, recall that this alterna-

tion is possible only when the V in V -sase is intransitive; if the V is

transitive, the corresponding V -sase has only the ditransitive CCA for

its NPs. In (60), what corresponds to the V in V -sase is but -are

'hit- passive'. Despite the fact that the verb stem, but 'hit', is

transitive, then, the V- (r)are but -are is intransitive, as evidenced by

the 2/ni alternation. This is a surprising confirmation for the

detransitivizing characteristic of D- (r)are.

Let us now look at the V- (r)are atae -rare 'give- passive' in

(57). This V- (r)are also has a direct active counterpart. Thus, the
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D- passive WFR should be able to deal with this case as well. But when

we observe the case array in (58), a problem arises. The case array

NPR Nei NPo in (58) parallels the ditransitive CCA, which would be

assigned by the redundancy rule. But if we incorporate the D- passive

WFR, the ni for the second NP will be assigned not by the redundancy

rule but by the WFR, with the redundancy rule supplying gá and o for

the first and third NPs. Should the WFR assign this ni when a more

general case - marking rule, the redundancy rule, is capable of assigning

the same case marking?

As it turns out, the assignment of dative ni by the WFR is

precisely what is required in order to deal with (58), which has the

case array NP NP NP . By assigning ni to the second of three
á -yni -ni

unmarked NPs, the WFR, with respect to unmarked NPs, detransitivizes

a ditransitive verb into a transitive verb (and the redundancy rule

assigns the transitive, and not the ditransitive, CCA), specifying the

subcategorization feature [NP NPIi NP _] to the V- (r)are. To this

subcategorization feature, we can apply the Dative MCSR, producing the

additional subcategorization frame [NP N Pi NPni ], which exactly

portrays the case array exhibited by the V- (r)are atae -rare

'give- passive' in (58). Here again, o /ni alternation allows us to

confirm the transitivity of a verb with respect to unmarked NPs.

We now have two classes of complex verbs that undergo the

Dative MCSR, namely, V -sase and D- passive. For the MCSR to apply, the

lexical entry of these two classes of verbs must somehow be marked as

requiring the MCSR. It is conceivable that the respective WFRs supply
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this information each time they apply. I will assume, however, that

the information is included in the lexical entry of the morphemes sase

and D- (r)are. In this way the information needs to be spelled out

only once; when the WFR matches the affix with a V, the information

will automatically appear as part of the lexical entry for the output

of the WFR.

Turning now to what Kuno calls "adversity" passive, the example

in (54) shows that (a) the (r)are for this passive converts an n place

verb into an n+1 -place verb, and (b) the case array for the NPs of this

passive is identical to the D- passive when there are two NPs, i.e.,

NP NP Concerning (a), the formalism we adopted for the Sase WFR,

[ (NP)n ]--)L(NP)n+1 ), can deal with the "transitivizing" effect

that the morpheme for this passive has. To distinguish this ( r)are

from D- (r)are, I will label the former as T(ransitivizing)- (r)are; this

label reflects the subcategorization specification [(NP)n +1 ] (but

not necessarily the number of unmarked NP arguments). As for (b), I

will assume that the WFR involving T-passive assigns ni in the same way

as the D- passive, namely, ni is assigned to the second unmarked NP

regardless of the number of unmarked NPs.

The following is the T- passive WFR.



(61) Transitivizing Passive WFR

[x]

+V

-ergative

[(NP)n )

[[x] rare]

+V

-ergative

[(NP)n
+1

]

Assign ni to the

second unmarked NP
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As shown, case assignment performed by the T- passive WFR is

identical to the D passive WFR; in both cases dative ni is assigned to

the second unmarked NP regardless of the number of unmarked NPs

present in the subcategorization feature of the base. There is,

however, one important difference in case marking between D- passives

and T- passives independent of the respective WFRs. We saw that in the

case of D- passive, the D- (r)are is marked for the Dative MCSR. Now,

observe the following.

(62) a. Taroo -ga Ziroo -ni kodomo -o but -are -ta.

Taro nom Jiro -dat child -acc hit- passive -past

'Taro had his child hit by Jiro.'

b. *Taroo -ga kodomo-ni Ziroo -ni but -are -ta.

The first NP in (62a), Taroo -ga, comprises the "extra NP." The impor-

tant point to note for (62) is that, unlike the D- passive, a T- passive

does not allow the 2/ni alternation even when the environment for the

rule is met. This is illustrated by the unacceptability of (62b).

The subcategorization feature of the T- passive in (62a) is

[NP NP NP ]. If T- (r)are were specified for the MCSR, the
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MCSR would apply to this subcategorization frame, producing an

additional subcategorization feature that would correspond to (62b).

I have given two differences between D-passive and T- passive.

The first difference concerns the formal function of the respective

(r)are morphemes. The D- (r)are acts as a detransitivizer, by

decreasing the number of unmarked NPs by one. The T- (r)are on the

other hand maintains the same number of unmarked NPs, even though the

actual number of NPs is increased by one. The second difference is

that, while the lexical entry of D- (r)are specifies the morpheme for

the Dative MCSR, the same MCSR is not specified for T- (r)are. This was

confirmed by the fact that a D- passive with two unmarked NPs allows

the 2/ni alternation, but a T- (r)are with the identical subcategoriza-

tion feature will not allow the alternation.

As a final note on passives, I will briefly discuss an

unexpected resemblance in the meaning of T-passive and V -sase that

share the same V. Both of these complex verbs have the subcategoriza-

tion specification [(NP)n
+1 i

Nishio (1980) points out that the "adversity" interpretation is

not limited to passives, but in certain cases a causative verb may have

this interpretation as well. She refers to these causatives as

"adversity causatives." I will give one illustrative pair from her

paper.13

13. See Nishio's paper for a detailed explanation of condi-
tions that must be met in order for a T- passive and a V -sase to share

the "adversity" interpretation.
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(63) Hanako -ga musuko-ni sin- are -ta.

Hanako -nom son -dat die- passive -past

' Hanako had her son die on her.'

(64) Hanako -ga musuko-o sin- ase -ta.

Hanako -nom son -acc die -cause -past

(i) ' Hanako made her son die.'

(ii) ' Hanako had her son die on her.'

The first interpretation for (64) is the expected one. But in the

second interpretation, it is not Hanako who caused her son to die, but

it simply states that Hanako was adversely affected by her son's death.

The source of this interpretation is not clear, but we might speculate

that it is in part a function of the "transitivizing" process observed

for both VV_ and T- passive. One fact that gives some credence to

this is that one never finds a V -sase that shares the "adversity"

interpretation with a D- passive that has the same V.i4

14. Chisato Kitagawa has brought to my attention some cases of
V- (r)are involving the occurrence of two (r)ares in a row in one
complex verb. These cases are curious, in that it is difficult to
clearly judge their acceptability. For this reason, I will simply give
an illustrative pair, but will not attempt to analyze the examples.

(i) a. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni musuko -o fur -are -rare -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat son -acc reject -passive- passive -past

'Taro was adversely affected by his son being rejected by
Hanako.'

b. Taroo -ga musuko-ni Hanako -ni fur- are -rare -ta.

Taro -nom son -dat Hanako-dat reject - passive -passive -past

(Same as (a))
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Ergative Verbs And Adjectives

We defined an ergative verb as a two- or three -place verb that

has a case array for its NPs in which nominative aá is assigned to the

right -most NP. Let us now see how the lexicon deals with case assign-

ment of NPs subcategorized by ergative verbs.

Two verb -stem ergative verbs, it 'need' and ar 'have', were

illustrated in (31a) and (32a). The two examples are repeated below.

(31) a. Boku- ni / -ga kane -ga it -u.

I -dat/ -nom money -nom need- present

'I need money.'

(32) a. Taroo- ni / -ga kodomo -ga ar -u.

Taro -dat/ -nom child -nom have - present

'Taro has a child.'

If we assume that the redundancy rule comes into play for

ergative as well as nonergative verbs, then we can postulate the fol-

lowing as the lexical entry appropriate for either of the verb stems.

(65) it /ar

+V

+ergative

[NP N pas ]

LNP NP ]

In the first subcategorization frame, nominative pá is assigned to the

second instead of the first NP. The reason for this is that the occur-

rence of as in this position is idiosyncratic. Under the Canonical

Case Array the second of two NPs is predicted to have accusative o.
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The first NP in these two frames follows the CCA since it takes E4L., and

hence it is left as an unmarked , later to be assigned aby the

redundancy rule. The second subcategorization feature for the ergative

verb stems not only has idiosyncratic occurrence ofa for the second

but it also has the idiosyncratic ni for the first NP. Consequent-

ly,ly, both of these case markers are listed in the subcategorization

feature.

Turning now to the "potential" morpheme ( rar)e, unlike it

'need' and ar 'have', (rare is a bound morpheme, so that a V- (rar)e

results from the application of a WFR. As in the case of the three

WFRs we have already looked at (Sase, D- passive, and T- passive), the

base of the Potential WFR must be nonergative; and as in the case for

the D- passive WFR (but not the other two), the Potential WFR maintains

the same number of NPs in the subcategorization feature of V- (rar)e as

as the base.

CCA comprises one possible case array for V- (rar)e.

(66) a. Taroo -ga ne -ta.

Taro -nom sleep -past

'Taro slept.'

b. Taroo -ga ne- rare -ta.

Taro -nom sleep -can -past

'Taro was able to sleep.'
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(67) a. Taroo -ga eigo -o hanas-u.

Taro -nom English -acc speak- present

'Taro (will) speak(s) English.'

b. Taroo -ga eigo -o hanas -e -ru.

Taro -nom English -acc speak -can -present

'Taro can speak English.'

(68) a. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni kane -o age -ru.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat money -acc give -present

'Taro (will) give(s) money to Hanako.'

b. Taroo-ga Hanako-ni kane -o age -rare -ru.

Taro -nom Hanako-dat money -acc give -can- present

'Taro can give money to Hanako.'

These sentences illustrate that the case marking for V-(rar)e is iden-

tical to its base. Thus, the subcategorization -feature copying by the

WFR, coupled with the redundancy rule, will take care of all of these

cases. Based on this observation, we can formulate the Potential WFR

as follows.

(69) Potential WFR

[x]

+V

-ergative

[(NP)n ]. J

[[x] r e]

+v

+ergative

[(NP)n ]

Along with the case arrays illustrated in (66), (67), and (68),

we must also account for the ergative case array in two - and

three -place V- (rar)e verbs.
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(70) Taroo- ga/ -ni eigo -ga hanas -e -ru.

Taro - nom/ -dat English -nom speak- can - present

'Taro can speak English.'

(71) Taroo-ga Hanako-ni kane -ga age- rare -ru.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat money -nom give -can- present

!Taro can give money to Hanako.'

To account for the two possible case arrays illustrated in

(70), I will postulate the following MCSRs.

(72) a. Ergative MCSR I

[NP NP ]= [NP NP
]

b. Ergative MCSR II

[ NP NP ] = [NPR NP

The Ergative MCSR I in (72a) assigns nominative gá to the second NP

since it is this gá that deviates from the CCA, and is idiosyncratic.

By the same token, Ergative MCSR II in (72b) assigns dative ni to the

first NP and nominative gá to the second NP. Neither of these case

markings adheres to the transitive CCA, which predicts gá for the

first NP and accusative o for the second NP.

To account for the case array illustrated in (71), the following

MCSR is proposed.

(73) Ergative MCSR III

[ NP NP NP _] [NP NPR NP `]

The fact that this MCSR adheres to the Case /Structure Preserving

Constraint is shown by the existence of the ergative verb stem ni

'resemble'.
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(74) Taroo -ga otoosan -ni kao -ga ni -te i -ru.

Taro -nom father -dat face -nom resemble -nom ing- present

'Taro is resembling his father in the face', i.e., 'Taro's

face resembles his father's.'

The Ergative MCSR III assigns nominative pá to the third, and

not the first, unmarked NP. It is conceivable that the MCSR assigns

a to the first NP and depends on the redundancy rule to supply the

at for the third NP. I will not attempt to argue for one method over

the other, but instead, I will introduce an alternative approach to

ergative case marking that accounts for more than just ergative verbs.

Before continuing our discussion of ergative verbs, I will

discuss two bound morphemes, " desiderative" to and "verbalizer" stro as

well as case marking of NPs subcategorized by adjectives. We will see

that the analysis of adjective case marking can also account for

ergative case marking, and at the same time avoid a potential problem

with the Desiderative and Gar WFRs.

The Desiderative WFR is virtually identical to the Potential

WFR illustrated in (69), except that the output of the Desiderative

WFR, V -ta, is an adjective. In addition, the possible case arrays for

the NPs subcategorized by a V-ta differ slightly from those of a

V- (rar)e. In the analysis given above for ergative case marking, the

"potential" morpheme, (rar)e, is specified for all three Ergative

MCSRs. Now, observe the following examples.
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(75) a. Boku -ga hon -o yom -u.

I -nom book -acc read- present

'I (will) read a book.'

b. Boku -ga hon -o yomi- ta-i.15

I -nom book -acc read -want- present

'I want to read a book.'

c. Boku- ga / * -ni hon -ga yomi -ta -i.

I- nom/ * -dat book -nom read-want-present

'I want to read a book.'

The important thing to note is that the first NP in (75c) does not

allow dative ni. If we follow the analysis of ergative case marking

given above, the dative ni would be furnished as part of the output of

Ergative MCSR II in (72b). We could thus assume that the morpheme to

is not specified for Ergative MCSR II in its lexical entry. The fol-

lowing shows that V to does allow case array that would be supplied by

Ergative MCSR III.

(76) Boku -ga Hanako-ni hana -o / -ga age -ta -i.

I -nom Hanako -dat flower -acc/ nom give -want- present

'I want to give a flower to Bamako.'

While o for the third NP is part of the ditransitive CCA, the addition-

al possibility of gá corresponds to ergative case marking.

15. The vowel i is inserted between a consonant -final verb

(e.g., yom 'read') and to 'want'. In most contexts, a V-ta requires

first person subject, while its verb counterpart, V -ta par, which will

be discussed below, takes second- or third person subject. See Kuno

(1973, pp. 82 -84) for a more detailed discussion. Also see Kuroda

(1973) for an interesting discussion on the pragmatic distinction
between these and other forms.
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The account just given will assign the correct case marking

for all instances of V -ta. There is, however, one aspect of the

analysis that is questionable. The analysis assumes that, with the

exception of those case markings supplied by the MCSRs, the redundancy

rule is responsible for assigning case marking to the NPs subcatego-

rized by V -ta. But we formulated the redundancy rule on the basis of

case marking of NPs subcategorized by verbs, not adjectives. Should we

depend on the redundancy rule to supply case marking to adjectives such

as V -ta as well?

The answer to this question becomes clear if we look at the

morpheme ELLs, This morpheme attaches to adjectives and converts them

into nonergative verbs.16

(77) a. Boku -ga soozi -ga iya -da.

I -nom cleaning -nom dislike -copula

'I dislike cleaning.'

b. Taroo -ga soozi -o iya -gar -ta ( =iya- gat -ta).

Taro -nom cleaning -acc hate -GAR -past

'Taro hated cleaning.'

(77a) shows that the adjective la. 'dislike' specifies the case array

blIsILEIs. When zár attaches to this adjective ((77b)), the number of

16. The morpheme cannot attach to any adjective, but only
to those that express a "mental state" (desire, happiness, etc.). See

Kuno (1973, pp. 32 -84) for further explanation. The morpheme is

commonly translated as 'appear'. However, it is not always clear that
this meaning is present. For the present study, the important point
is that is a "verbalizer," and hence, I will gloss it simply as
GAR.
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NPs stays the same, but iya -gar specifies the CCA (in this case, the

transitive CCA) for its NPs.

The Gar WFR can maintain the same number of NPs from the base

to the output by assigning the subcategorization specification

[(NP)n ] to both the base and the output. Now, if we assume that

the redundancy rule operates on adjectives as well as verbs, the

occurrence of nominative for the second NP of is tdisliket in (77a)

must be regarded as idiosyncratic, and hence, it must be listed in

the subcategorization feature of the adjective from the beginning,

i.e., [NP NP J. This is because the CCA, on which the redundancy

rule is based, predicts accusative o for the second NP. When the

Gar WFR applies to la, the subcategorization feature [N NN _]

gets copied onto the lexical entry of iya -gar by the convention of

subcategorization - feature copying. Since iya -gar is a verb, we can

reasonably assume that the redundancy rule assigns case marking to all

unmarked NPs subcategorized by the verb. If the verb has the subcate-

gorization feature [NP NP ] before the redundancy rule applies,

then the rule will simply assign za to the only unmarked NP, resulting

in the subcategorization feature [NPR NP ]. But, as we saw in

(77b), iya -gar requires the transitive CCA NP ! . The only way that

the redundancy rule can assign this case array is for iya-gar to have

the subcategorization frame [NP NP_] before the application of the

rule. In other words, the adjective iyá cannot specify any case

marking for its two NPs. If it does, subcategorization- feature copying

will automatically carry it over to iya -gar.
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For the adjective ira to have only unmarked NPs in its sub -

categorization feature, we must regard the appearance of nominative a
for the second NP to be regular, and not idiosyncratic. How can we do

this?

With respect to verbs, we identified any case marking that does

not follow the Canonical Case Array as idiosyncratic. Such a case

marking either appears in the subcategorization feature (e.g., nar

'become': [NP NPni ]) or is assigned by a rule that has a narrower

scope than the redundancy rule, i.e., MCSR or WFR.

As it turns out, adjectives have their own CCA that predicts

nominative gá for the second of two NPs. To deal with the adjective

CCA, we must formulate a redundancy rule that operates on the sub -

categorization feature of adjectives.17

17. Adjectives are commonly categorized into two groups,
"Adjectives" and "Nominal Adjectives" (the latter term is adopted from
Kuno 1973). One difference between the two groups is that, in the
present tense of informal speech style, "Adjectives" end with the
"tense marker" 1, while "Nominal Adjectives" take the copula da.
Other than this, the distinction between "Adjectives" and "Nominal
Adjectives" does not concern the present study. I will refer to both
of them simply as "adjectives."
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(78) Adjective Case Redundancy Rule

a. [NP ]3 [N

Sora -gá ao -i.

sky -nom blue -copula

'The sky is blue.'

b. [NP NP ___)-HqNP NP___)-H> [ r]
Boku gá kane -gá hosi -i.

I -nom money -nom want- present

'I want money.'

c. [NP NP NP ]-'>[NP NPR NP ,]
Senses -gá ofisu- i taipuraitaa- hituyoo -da.

teacher -nom office -dat typewriter -nom need -copula

'The professor needs a typewriter for his office.'

To prevent this redundancy rule from applying to verbs, we will specify

that the rule operates on the subcategorization frame of lexical items

belonging to the category Adjective. We must also specify that the

original redundancy rule applies only to the subcategorization frame

of those belonging to the category Verb.

The Adjective Redundancy Rule can assign the "ergative" case

array for the NPs of the complex adjective V-ta 'V want' shown in (75)

and (76), i.e., praNLitra and
8 -N-ni á But V -ta also has the

additional, "nonergative" case array, i.e., NP NPo and

NP NP
ni

. Since it is idiosyncratic for an adjective to allow

"nonergative" case array for its NPs, we will formulate an MCSR that

introduces this case array.
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The superscript "2+n" simply states that there must be at least two

NPs.

(79) Nonergative MCSR

[(NP)2+71 ___] $[(Np)2+n ___)*

*Apply the Verb Redundancy Rule

Instead of assigning a particular case array, the Nonergative MCSR

introduces an additional subcategorization frame that is identical to

the input (with two or more NPs), but specifies that the Verb

Redundancy Rule is to operate on the additional frame. In effect the

MCSR introduces the case array P --
or 12100121i -NP , depending

on the number of NPs.

Since the Nonergative MCSR does not add or subtract NPs, the

MCSR in this respect adheres to the Case /Structure Preserving

Constraint. The following demonstrates that the MCSR adheres to the

Constraint with respect to case marking as well.

(80) Taroo -ga Hanako -gal-o suki -da.

Taro -nom Hanako- nom/ -acc like -copula

1Taro likes Hanako.'

(81) Taroo -ga koogi -ni nooto -ga/ -o hituyoo -da soo-da.18

Taro -nom lecture -dat note -nom/ -acc need -copula I:hear -copula

II hear Taro needs notes for the lecture.'

By having established the Adjective CCA, we can avoid the

problem pointed oast for the WFR involving "verbalizer" gar. The

18. For reasons I am not sure of, when the third NP takes

accusative 210 the sentence sounds more natural with the "auxiliary"

soo 'I:hear +.
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adjective, iirá 'dislike', will be associated with the subcategorization

feature [NP NP 3. The Gar WFR will simply copy this frame onto the

lexical entry of iya -gar. Since iya -gar is a verb, the Verb Redundancy

Rule will assign the transitive CCA NP . Our account of adjec-

tive case marking thus affords us a straightforward analysis of both

adjective -A.1E and desiderative V -ta.19

Let us again look at ergative verbs in the light of discussion

on adjective case marking. The Adjective Redundancy Rule can assign

virtually all case markings for the NPs of ergative verb stems it

'need', ar 'have', and ni 'resemble'. In addition, the redundancy

rule, coupled with the Nonergative MCSR, will account for almost all

case arrays exhibited by the NPs subcategorized by the potential

V- (rar)e. We will thus assume that the Adjective Redundancy Rule

and, when appropriate, the Nonergative MCSR, will apply not only to

adjectives but to ergative verbs as well. To prevent the Verb

Redundancy Rule from applying to ergative verbs, we will specify that

this redundancy rule applies only to nonergative verbs; I will here-

after refer to this rule as the Nonergative Case Redundancy Rule.

19. Another possible way of accounting for the "nonergative"
case array for the NPs of V -ta is to somehow specify that it is a
function of L which is nonergative. However, it is not immediately
clear how we can do this, and I will not attempt to pursue this
alternative.

Along with the desiderative ta there are other morphemes that
attach to a V and form an adjective. Some of these are discussed by
Inoue (1976). The "Tough" constructions, as she calls them, e.g.,
V-nikui 'difficult to V',.can be dealt with in a similar manner as
V-ta 'within the lexical- analysis framework.
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The following lexical entries are proposed for the ergative

verb stems it 'need', sr 'have', and ni 'resemble' on the basis of the

Adj ective/Ergative Redundancy Rule.

(82)

(83)

(84)

ir

[ NP NP _,.]

_S NPni NP

ar

[NP NP NP

It is interesting to note that we find the subcategorization frame

[NPIi NP ] associated with some adjectives as well; such a frame is

never associated with a nonergative verb.

(8S) Taroo- ga / -ni eigo -ga nigate -da

Taro - nom/ -dat English -nom not:good:at-copula

'Taro is not good at English.'

This illustrates another similarity between the case arrays of NPs

subcategorized by adjectives and ergative verbs.

It is not necessary to change the Potential WFR given in (69)

despite the fact that we are now incorporating the Adjective/Ergative

Redundancy Rule. The redundancy rule, coupled with the Nonergative
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MCSR, can assign virtually all of the case markings for the NPs of

V- (rar)e that the WFR produces. The only exception to this is the

case arrayni N=á illustrated in (70). This case array will be

introduced for two -place V- (rar)es by the following MCSR.

(66) Ergative- Dative MCSR

[ NP NP -__] = [ NPR NP

We have already seen that the frame [NPni NP _] is associated with

the non -derived verb stems it 'need' and ar 'have' as well as the

adjective nigate 'not:good:at'.20

20. Ostler (1980), in a lexical analysis different from the
one presented here, also suggests using one rule to deal with case
marking of NPs for both ergative verbs and adjectives.

In run's analysis (1973), the Object Marking Rule bears the
responsibility for assigning gá to the right -most NP for the potential
V- (rar)e as well as adjectives. This transformational rule is
sensitive to the feature [stative] of the predicate. If a verb is
marked as [- stative], the rule assigns accusative o to the object NP.
If on the other hand [ +stative] is associated with the predicate, and
ergative verbs and adjectives are claimed to have this feature, the
rule assigns nominative at to the object NP. In the case of V- Srar)e
(and, also, V -ta), the "subordinate " VV is-[- stative], so that the
object NP of this V would be marked with o. When the object NP
"surfaces" via Verb Raising, it appears as NP -o. Since the " atrix
verb" (rraar)e is [ +stative], the object mark g transformation can
assign a to the object NP. According to Kuno, however, the rule is
optionaif the object already has accusative o. If it applies,
NP-o -tea results, and o is subsequently deleted by 22/0 Deletion, which
de ga,,_ or o followed by another case particle. I! the Object
Marking Rile does not apply, the object NP is left as NP-o. In this
way, both the "nonergative" and "ergative" case arrays become possible
within the transformational analysis.

One important difference between Kuno's account and the account
given above within the framework of lexical analysis is that, for the
former, the accusative o is regarded as "basic," in the sense that the
rule that assigns pá is optional, while the lexical analysis considers
gá to be basic, since the case marker is assigned as part of the
Adjective CCA; for the latter, additional possibility of o is regarded
as idiosyncratic, and thus is introduced by an MCSR.
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The Lexicon And AUX

We identified adjectives and ergative verbs as sharing a set

of basic case arrays, and postulated the Adjective/Ergative Redun-

dancy Rule to represent this shared trait. With the exception of a

handful of adjectives that can take the verbalizer Ear (i.e., those

adjectives that express some "mental state "), adjectives and ergative

verbs share another trait that gives further credence to grouping

ergative verbs with adjectives and not with nonergative verbs.

Earlier in our discussion of ergative verbs, it was pointed out

that ergative verbs can only take morphemes that do not impose any case

array of their own. These morphemes are what Akmajian and Kitagawa

portray as having the feature [ +Aux] (e.g., tense marker, the negative

morpheme 0111, and modals).21 As it turns out, virtually all adjec-

tives are also limited to taking only these morphemes. Nonergative

verbs take these morphemes as well, but unlike ergative verbs and

most adjectives, they may also take bound morphemes such as the

"causative" sase and "passive" (rare that result from the application

of a WFR.

Should we regard [ +Aux] morphemes as having been attached in

the lexicon, as we did with bound morphemes such as sase and (rare?

21. In their earlier paper, Akmajian and Kitagawa (1976 -77)
include some morphemes (e.g., "potential" (rar)e) that impose a case
array of their own in the set of morphemes with the feature [ +Aux].
However, in their recent paper (forthcoming), in which they move
away from the feature [ +Aux] and toward establishing the category AUX
for Japanese, they do not include morphemes such as (rare as part of
the "Aux system." In referring to those morphemes with the feature
[ +Aux], I am intending to refer to the set of morphemes identified by
Akmajian and Kitagawa in their recent paper.
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Since these morphemes never disturb the subcategorization feature of

the predicate that they attach to (they neither change the case marking

of the it nor add or subtract NPs), there is no reason to believe that

these morphemes result from word -formation processes. I will assume,

then, that these morphemes are directly inserted into the syntactic

structure without being mediated by a word - formation process. There

are two reasons for this. First, as pointed out by Akmajian and

Kitagawa (1976 -77, forthcoming), there is a fairly strict ordering

imposed on the string of [ +Aux] morphemes. For example, the three

[ +Aux] morphemes na 'not', i 'present', and d_ 'probably' may only

occur in the order -na -i -daroo ( *- i- na- daroo, *- daroo -i -na etc.).

This type of strict ordering is more a function of syntax (phrase

structure rules) than of the lexicon. Second, one never finds a [ +Aux]

morpheme between two items that get attached by a WFR, e.g.,

*V- sase- na- (r)are, *V-na-sase. This would be predicted by the assump-

tion that, while [ +Aux] morphemes get directly inserted into the

syntactic structure, a complex verb such as 7-sase is first produced by

the lexicon before taking part in the syntax of the language.

Given the distinction between "syntactic" morphemes ([ +Aux])

and "lexical" morphemes (verb stems and bound morphemes such as sase..,

the following is entailed for ergative verbs, adjectives, and non-

ergative verbs. Within the lexicon, a nonergative verb, either simple

or complex, may undergo word - formation processes before it "leaves"

the lexicon to take part in the syntax of the language. Ergative verbs

and (virtually all) adjectives are prevented from undergoing
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word - formation processes, so that, for these words, the only next step

is to be inserted into the phrase structure.

MCSRs And WFRs

In our discussion of WFRs, we identified two sources for case

marking that a WFR specifies for the subcategorization frame of its

output. If a verb has a marked NP in its subcategorization feature

(e.g., nar 'becomes: [NP NPni J), the non -CCA case marking is

carried over by a WFR to the lexical entry of its output by the conven-

tion of subcategorization - feature copying. Along with this source,

there are instances in which the WFR itself provides case marking. The

WFRs for D-passives and T- passives assign dative ni to the second

unmarked NP in the subcategorization frame of their output.

Another possible source which we have yet to consider are those

case markings assigned by MCSRs. The following example shows that a

WFR also utilizes these case markings.

(87) Boku -ga Hanako-o/-ni ik- ase -ta -i.

I -nom Hanako- acc /-dat go- cause -want- present

'I want to make/let Hanako go.'

The complex adjective in (87) results from applying the S WFR to the

verb stem ik 'go', producing ik -ase, then applying the Desiderative WFR

to this, producing ik- ase -ta. Note that this complex adjective allows

the 2/ni alternation for the second NP. (There is another possibility,

in which á is assigned to this NP as a result of the

Adjective /Ergative Redundancy Rule; this third possibility does not

concern us here.) We know that the ni that alternates with o is
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provided by the Dative MCSR. In the complex adjective ik- ase -ta, the

only morpheme marked for this MCSR is case. The fact that the complex

adjective allows the 2/ni alternation shows that the Desiderative WFR

takes into account the subcategorization frame [NP NPR __] associated

with V -case that the MCSR provided.

To account for the fact that case marking provided by an MCSR

is utilized by a WFR, we need to modify the Flow Chart I given in

(53).

Figure 2 Flow Chart II

MCSR And WFR
Word Formation Rule

Marked -Case Specification Rule

Case Redundancy. Rule

The addition of the arrow from the MCSR component to the WFR component

will allow a WFR derivative specified for an MCSR to pick up the

additional, MCSR - provided subcategorization frame, then undergo

further word - formation process.

It makes sense that a WFR would utilize case marking provided

by an MCSR. The purpose of an MCSR is to introduce an additional sub -

categorization frame that has idiosyncratic case marking, i.e., case

marking that fails to adhere to the CCA. This subcategorization frame

introduced by an MCSR is comparable to the subcategorization frame of

non -derived verbs such as nar 'become', in which a non -CCA case marking

is specified for one of the NPs.
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Summary

The lexical approach to case marking just outlined identifies

four types of case marking, ranging from predicate -specific to the most

general. The predicate -specific case markers such as the dative ni for

the second NP of nar 'become' must be specified in the subcategori-

zation feature of the verb. On the other hand, the case markers in the

CCA, either Nonergative or Adjective /Ergative, are strictly rule -gov-

erned, so that we need not specify these; the redundancy rules will

assign the appropriate case markers to the unmarked NPs for any and all

predicates in the lexicon. Sandwiched between these two types of case

markers, in terms of generality, are those that pertain only to complex

verbs. Case marking assigned by an MCSR or a WFR is more general than

those that are predicate- specific, since it applies to more than just

one lexical item. Case marking supplied by an MCSR may apply to a sub-

set of one class of complex verbs, as is the case for the

Ergative- Dative MCSR that applies to V- (rar)e with two unmarked NPs, or

it may apply to a subset of more than one class of complex verbs, e.g.,

the Dative MCSR that applies to V -sase and D- passive that subcategorize

two unmarked NPs. Case marking assigned by a WFR will always be

limited to one class of complex verbs, but it will apply to every mem-

ber of that class.

As a way of summarizing the section on case marking, I will

list all of the rules that were proposed in the section along with il-

lustrative examples. The rules will have their original numbers.
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(J4) Nonergative Case Redundancy Rule

[NP )--)1,111) _]
Taroo -fia ne -ta.

Taro -nom sleep -past

'Taro slept.'

[NP NP ] -4 [N NPo

Taroo -fia Hanako-o but -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -acc hit past

"Taro hit Hanako.'

[N NP NP 1-9 [NN P NP NP

Taroo --á Hanako-ni hon-o age -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat book -acc book -past

'Taro gave a book to Hanako."

(78) Adjective/Ergative Case Redundancy Rule

[NP ---] --4 [ NP .._.]

Sora -! ao -i.

sky -nom blue- present

'The sky is blue.'

[ NP NP ] -4 [N NNa __]

Boku gá kane -gá hosi -i.

I -nom money nom want - present

"I want money.'

(88) The following two WFRs are illustrated for the first time.



(40) s_ e WFR

(With the appropriate subcategorization

specification)

[x]

+V

-ergative

[(NP)n

Taroo -ga ik -ta ( =it -ta).

Taro nom go -past

'Taro went.'

Hanako-ga Taroo-o ik- ase -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -aec go- cause -past

' Hanako made Taro go.'

[[x] 88s@]

+V

-ergative

[(NP)n+l

Ziroo -ga hon-o yom -ta (=yon-da)

Jiro -nom book -acc read -past

'Jiro read a book.'

[NP

[Loa]

:

[NP NP _J

Taroo -ga Ziroo-ni hon -o yom- ase -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -dat book -ace read- cause -past

'Taro made Jiro read a book.'

Ham] sass]

[NP NP NP
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(59) Detransitivizing Passive WFR

[x]

+v

-ergative

[(NP)n

Hanako -ga Taroo -o but -ta.

Hanako -nom Taro -acc hit -past

' Hanako hit Taro.'

Taroo -ga Hanako-ni but -are -ta.

[[x] rare]

+v

-ergative

[(NP)n

Assign ni to the

second unmarked NP

[but]

___L NP NP ]

[[p_] rare

Taro -nom Hanako -dat hit-passive-past

'Taro was hit by Hanako.'

Ziroo -ga Hanako-ni hon -o atae -ta.

Jiro -nom Hanako -dat book -acc give -past

'Jiro gave a book to Hanako.'

[NP NP

[ataje

]

[ NP NP NP _,__]

Hanako -ga Ziroo-ni hon-o atae - rare -ta.

Hanako -nom Jiro -dat book -acc give-passive-past

' Hanako was given a book by Jiro.'
[[2ta2) rare

[NP NPni NP _]
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(61) Transitivizing Passive WFR

[x]

+v

[x]r e]

+v

-ergative -ergative

[(NP).' ] [(NP)n
+1

]

Ame -ga fur -ta (- fut -ta) .

rain -nom fall -past

'It rained.'

Assign ni to the

second unmarked NP

Taroo -ga ame- i fur- are -ta.

Taro -nom rain -dat fall- passive -past

'Taro was rained on.'

Ziroo -ga kodomo -o but -ta.

Jiro -nom child -acc hit -past

'Jiro hit (someone's) child.'

[but]

:

[NP NP ]

Taroo -ga Ziroo-ni kodomo -o but -are -ta.

Taro -nom Jiro -dat child -acc hit-passive-past

'Taro was adversely affected by his son [[but] rare

having been hit by Jiro.'

[NP NP. NP ]

96
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Desiderative WFR

TX] [Cx] ta]

+V -- +ADJ

-ergative [(NP)n ]

[(NP)n

This WFR can apply to one -, two- and three -place verbs; I will

give examples for two - and three place verbs.

Boku -ga suteeki -o tabe -ru. [t`]
I -nom steak -acc eat - present

'I (will) eat steak.' [NP NP ]

Boku -ga suteeki -ga tabe -ta -i.
[[tabs] ta]

I -nom steak -nom eat-want-present

'I want to eat steak.' [NP NP ]

Boku -ga Hanako-ni hana -o age -ru. []
I -nom Hanako -dat flower -ace give - present

'I (will) give a flower to Hanako.' [NP NP NP ]

Boku -ga Hanako-ni hana -ga age -ta -i.

I -nom Hanako -dat flower -nom give-want-present

'I want to give a flower to Hanako.'
[[am] ta]

:

[NP NP NP ]



Gar WFR

[x]

+ADJ

+[MENTAL STATE]

[ (NP)n _-.,]

+v

-ergative

[(NP)n

As in the case for the Desiderative WFR, I will only give

examples for two - and three -place predicates.

Boku -ga kuruma -ga kaw -ta -i ( =kai- to-i).

I -nom car -nom buy - want - present

want to buy a car.'

[[ka,W] ta

[NP NP

Taroo -ga kuruma -o kaw -ta- gar -u ( =kai -ta -gar -u).

Taro -nom car -acc buy-want-GAR-present

'Taro (will) want(s) to buy a car.'

Boku -ga Hanako-ni hana -ga age -ta -i.

]

[ [ka= tá] EE,]

:

[NP NP ]

I -nom Hanako -dat flower -nom give-want-present

'I want to give a flower to Hanako.'

[NP NP NP ]
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Taroo -ga Hanako-ni hana -o age -ta- gar -u.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat flower -acc give - want -GAR- present

'Taro (will) want(s) to give a flower to Hanako.'

[[age -ta] Ea]

:
[ NP NP NP ___]

(69) Potential 'WFR

[x] [[x] rare]

+V +V--,
-ergative +ergative

[(NP)n [(NP)n ]

As in the case of the preceding two WFRs, only two- and

three -place verbs will be illustrated.

Ziroo -ga eigo -o hanas-u.
[hanas]

Jiro -nom English -ace speak- present

'Jiro (will) speak(s) English.' [NP NP ]

Ziroo -ga eigo -ga hanas-e-ru.

Jiro -nom English -nom speak -can- present

'Jiro can speak English.'

Ziroo -ga Hanako-ni hana -o age -ru.

Jiro -nom Hanako -dat flower -acc give- present

[[ haras] rare]

[NP NP ]

'Jiro (will) give(s) a flower to Hanako.' [2:12]

:

[NP NP NP ]

99
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Ziroo -ga Hanako-ni hana -ga age- rare -ru.

Jiro -nom Hanako -dat flower -nom give -can- present

'Jiro can give a flower to Hanako.' [[]
rare]

LNP NP NP ]

(50) Dative MCSR (Applies to V case and Detransitive- passive)

[NP NP _]= [NP NN ]

Taroo -ga Hanako-o/-ni ik- ase -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -acc /-dat go -cause -past

'Taro made/let Hanako go.'

(79) Nonergative MCSR (Applies to potential V- rar a and

desiderative VV ta)

[(NP)2*11 ] [(NP)2+n _]#

*Apply the Verb Redundancy Rule

Taroo -ga eigo -ga / -o hanas -e -ru.

Taro -nom English- nom/ -acc speak -can - present

'Taro can speak English.'

(80) Ergative- Dative MCSR (Applies to potential V- (rar)e)

[NP NP ] =NNPR NP]
Taroo- ga/ -ni eigo -ga hanas-e-ru.

Taro - nom/ -dat English -nom speak -can- present

'Taro can speak English.'

Let us now insert each of the rules given above into the

Flow Chart illustrated in (88).
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Figure 3 Flow Chart Of All Lexical Rules
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Adjective /Ergative Case Redundancy Rule
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CHAPTER It

PARADIGMATIC STRUCTURE

This chapter will address the second question posed at the

beginning of the preceding chapter, namely, "what is the relationship

of V- ease to the rest of the lexicon ?" In order to answer this ques-

tion, I will formulate a theory of that part of the lexicon that deals

not only with V case but with verbs in general. The central component

of the theory concerns a paradigmatic structure within the lexicon. I

will propose that all verbs listed in the lexicon are organized within

this structure. I will also propose that the paradigmatic structure

acts as a filter for the V -ease, letting some through into the "perma-

nent" lexicon while blocking the rest.

The idea of structuring the lexicon is not new. However, we

will see that our proposed structure entails a more extensive organi-

zation of lexical items than heretofore proposed. We will begin by

looking at one such proposal, that of Aronoff's.

Aronoff's Proposal

At a stage in the development of generative -- transformational

grammar when morphology was largely ignored, the lexicon was viewed

as "simply an unordered list of all lexical formatives" (Chomsky 1965).

However, the Lexicalist Hypothesis ( Chomsky 1970) brought about a

renewed interest in word formation, and it is now clear that the
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lexicon must be viewed as having internal structure if we are to make

sense out of various lexical phenomena.

An important proposal about organization of lexical items was

made by Aronoff (1976). He argues that "the lexicon is arranged ac-

cording to stems," and all non -stem items fit into "meaning slots" es-

tablished under each of the stems (Ibid., p. 14&). A meaning slot only

accepts one lexical item, so if a slot is filled by an item, Y, and a

WFR produces another item, Z, appropriate for the same slot, the occur-

rence of Z is "blocked."

The distribution of -itj derivatives (e.g., curiosity) is given

by Aronoff as evidence for arranging the lexicon according to stems.

An -itj derivative is formed by attaching the suffix to an Xous adjec-

tive (e.g., curious), and as Aronoff points out, the actual occurrence

of a particular -ice word in the language is (lexically) governed by

the presence /absence of a nominal that corresponds semantically to the

-ice word. If such a nominal already exists, the -its word is blocked

from occurring. The following, taken from Aronoff's list, illustrates

this point. (The two types of boundaries, " +" and " #," for -111 and

-ness are based on The Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky and Halle

1968); the distinction does not concern our discussion.)

(89) Xous Nominal #n_

various # variety variousness

curious # curiosity curiousness

glorious glory *gloriosity gloriousness

furious fury * furiosity furiousness
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According to Aronoff, both the nominal (if it exists) and the -ice word

are potential candidates for occupying a meaning slot which he terms

"abstract nominal." For example, in the case of *gloriosity, the fact

that this -it/ word is not listed in the English lexicon can be

explained by the existence of the nominal Elm. The nominal occupies

the "abstract nominal" slot which would otherwise be filled by the -it!

word.

It is important to emphasize that, according to Aronoff+s

proposal, a nonoccurring word such as *gloriosity is produced by a WFR,

the same WFR that forms such words as curiosity and variety, but the

nonoccurring word is denied a lexical entry since it is blocked due to

the existence of the nominal glory.

On the issue of derivatives without a lexical entry, Aronoff

argues that, along with blocked items such as * *loriosity and

*furiosity, there are also words that actually occur in the language

but nevertheless do not enter into the lexicon. These are the words

portrayed by Aronoff as not being arbitrary in any way. One example of

this type of WFR word is Xnness illustrated in (89). Unlike the -ice

words, there are no gaps in the distribution of -ness derivatives. In

addition, Aronoff notes that a -ness word always has the three para-

phrases shown below, while this is not the case for the -ice words

(Ibid. pp. 38 -39).
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(90) a. /the fact that Y is Xous'

His callousness surprised me. =The fact that he was

callous surprised me.

b. /the extent to which Y is Xous'

His callousness surprised me. The extent to which he

was callous surprised me.

c. /the quality or state of being Xous'

Callousness is not a virtue. =The quality or state of

being cal lous is not a virtue.

Many -ax words also have these three paraphrases, but there are -ir

words that lack one of these readings, and in some cases, an -1. word

has a reading that is different from any of the three listed.

(91) various /variety

a., b. The variety of the fish in the pond surprised me.

c. Variety is not always pleasing.

(92) monstrous /monstrosity

a., b. The monstrosity of what I had done suddenly dawned

upon me.

c. ??Monstrosity is not a pleasant quality.

(93) curious /curiosity

a., b. His curiosity disturbed me.

c. Curiosity can be dangerous.

other. They admired his dress, but only as a curiosity.

.Aronoff argues that the reason why -ness words are in no way

arbitrary either in their distribution or meaning is because these
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words are not listed in the lexicon. We do not find gaps in the dis-

tribution of these words, "since the concept of gap presupposes a

list," and there are no semantic irregularities associated with the

words "since...semantic drift itself presupposes that the item which

drifts be listed in the lexicon" (Ibid., p. 45).

With respect to "full- entry" and "impoverished -entry" theories,

we can see that Aronoffls conception of the lexicon is not, strictly

speaking, one of "full- entry." While Aronoff+s view is consistent

with Jackendoff's when it comes to words such as retribution, i.e,

neither postulates the nonexistent *retribute, Aronoff allows in

certain cases for a WFR to produce a new word, and not just express the

redundancies among already existing words.1

1. There are some problems with Aronoff's analysis, and I will
simply note them here. If Aronoff is correct in asserting that non-
stem words are arranged under the appropriate stems, then what is the
stem for loriouus glory, and gloriousness? The logical choice seems
to be the nominal lg ors. However, in various, variety) and variousness,
there is no nominal corresponding to glory. Here, the likely stem
appears to be the verb zary.. In curious curiosity, and curiousness,
not only do we lack a nominal like but we also lack a verb such
as im.

Along with this problem of choosing an appropriate stem, there
is a problem concerning the meaning of -ice and -ness words. Aronoff
seems to view both of these forms as meaning basically the same things
(the former, as he points out, has some idiosyncrasies). If this is
the case, and if it is true that a "meaning" slot can only accept one
item, why should both forms exist? To say that -ness words are un-
listed would be begging the question.
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"Blocking" And Organization Of Verbs

We have already seen that there is a class of verbs -- ergative

verbs --that do not take part in most productive word formation pro-

cesses. I have formulated the Sase WFR in such a way that the rule

will not operate on these ergative verbs. Hence, with respect to the

distribution of VV_ produced by the WFR, every V -sase will be a

possible Japanese word. In other words, there are no gaps in the

distribution of V-sase. Up to this point, then, there is no reason to

list the Vase verbs in the lexicon according to Aronoff's "arbitrari-

ness" criterion.

There is, however, another aspect of V_ sale verbs that can be

characterized as arbitrary. The compositional meaning for a V-sase is

something like 'make/have/let VI. But some V-sases are associated

with a reading other than this compositional one. We have already

seen some examples of such Vsa es. The occurrence of these V-sases is

sufficient evidence under Aronoff's proposal to provide a lexical entry

for every case of V-sase. I will argue below that this is in fact un-

necessary, by demonstrating that we can isolate the particular V -sases

that may undergo semantic drift, and it is only these that need to be

listed in the lexicon.

Along with hiki- aw-ase 'cause to meet' (hiki -aw 'pull (each

other)') and niow -ase 'hint' (niow 'smell') in (23) and (26), the

following are two other examples of V sase with idiosyncratic meaning.

((94) is due to Chisato Kitagawa.)
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(94) kam 'bite'

Arii -ga nooton -ni refuto-hukku-o ago no sita -ni kam- ase -ta.

Ali -nom Norton -dat left- hook -acc chin 's under -loc

'Ali hit Norton under the chin with a left hook.'

(95) n k 'cry'

Ano kodomo -ga itumo oya-o nak- ase -te iru.

that child -nom always parents -acc -ing be

'That child is always troubling his parents.'

When we look at a number of these V-sases with noncompositional

meaning, we can note a principle that governs each of these verbs. The

existence of this principle will allow us to avoid having to list every

VV_ee that the WFR produces.

Consider the intransitive verbs niow 'smell' and nak 'cry'. As

shown in (23) and (95), niow-ase and nak-ase are associated with the

idiosyncratic meanings 'hint' and 'trouble' respectively. Along with

the fact that both niow and nark are intransitive, these two verbs also

share the trait that neither has a unique transitive counterpart. By

"unique" I mean those transitive forms that are not morphologically

derivable from their intransitive counterpart. For example, an in-

transitive verb such as sign 'die' has the transitive counterpart koros

but the transitive verb koros cannot be viewed as having been

morphologically derived from the intransitive counterpart 21a, and

thus, it is a "unique" transitive form.

Every Vtr -sä_ that has a noncompositional meaning shares the

trait that it does not have a corresponding unique verb stem. On the
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other hand, a V,_ sass formed from, say, an intransitive verb that has a

unique transitive counterpart is never associated with anything but

the compositional meaning.

How do we account for the relationship between an intransitive

verb that lacks a unique transitive counterpart and the semantic ir-

regularity associated with the corresponding .ntrs_? As a first

step, I propose the following.

The lexicon arranges all verb stems in such a way as to reflect

a specific structure. I will refer to this structure as the "paradig-

matic structure" (PDS). A PDS consists of three slots, one each for

intransitive, transitive, and ditransitive verb stems.

Figure 4 Slots Within The PDS

intransitive transitive ditransitive

An intransitive verb, say, sin 'diet, will occupy the intransitive slot

in the PAS. If a corresponding transitive stem exists --in the case of

it would be koros 'kill' --the transitive stem will occupy the

transitive slot in the same PDS. The following illustrates the four

most common arrangements within a PDS.



Figure 5 Common Arrangements Within The PDS

I
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IV

intransitive transitive ditransitive

A

B C

D

E

llo

Lexical item A in (I) corresponds to intransitive verbs such as niow

'smell' and n k +cry+ that lack a unique transitive counterpart.

Verbs B and C in (II) are intransitive and transitive pairs such as

sin 'diet and ko ros 'kill'. D in (III) represents transitive verbs

that do not have intransitive or ditransitive counterparts (e.g., but

+hits). E in (IV) corresponds to a small number of verb stems that

subcategorize three NPs (e.g., age 'give+). Figure 2 certainly does

not exhaust all of the possible combinations, but (I) through (IV)

represent the most common verb stem arrays found in Japanese (and most

likely in other languages).

We can see that the PDS proposed for verb stems constitutes a

further organization of the lexicon than that proposed by Aronoff.

According to Aronoff, only nonstem items (i.e., derivatives) are



organized within the lexicon, under the heading of an appropriat

while the stems themselves are arbitrarily listed.

The slots in the PDS are, strictly speaking, "meaning" s

in the sense that, for example, the intransitive -transitive pair

'die' and koros 'kill' can only be matched by referring to their

meaning. In addition, the PDS is sensitive to the number of NP

ments that a verb stem subcategorizes; otherwise there would be

principled way of selecting the particular slot to which a verb

belongs.2

Regarding the number of NPs that a verb subcategorizes,

important to point out that the PDS does not "count" every NP

categorized by a verb. The PDS will not count those NPs whose

marking appears in the subcategorization feature. The only NPs

vant to the PDS are the unmarked ones that will be redundantly s

fied for case marking by the redundancy rule. Thus, for example,

PDS will consider a verb stem such as tabe 'eat', with the subca

rization feature [NP NP _], as a transitive verb, but a verb si

nar 'become', with the subcategorization feature [NP NPR ],

be regarded as an intransitive verb.

When a complex verb is involved, the PDS will only consii

subcategorization feature assigned by the WFR to its output. If

2. Given the PDS, we can speculate that in any language;
are unlikely to find an intransitive verb and a ditransitive veri
not a transitive verb in the same PDS. In other words, two lexio

items in the same PDS will always occupy slots next to each othe]
i.e., intransitive -transitive, transitive -ditransitive, but not
transitive- ditransitive. We may term this the "Next -door Princil
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particular complex verb requires an MCSR, the verb is considered by the

PDS before the MCSR applies. The importance of having the PDS "look

over" the complex verb before an MCSR applies can be illustrated with

a Vsase whose V is intransitive. This V -sase must be regarded by the

PDS as a transitive verb, so that, in the absence of a unique transi-

tive form, the V-sase can enter the transitive slot in the PDS. There

is no problem if the PDS counts the number of unmarked NPs that the

verb subcategorizes at the time when it is produced by the S ase WFR,

i.e., [NP NP J. However, if the Dative MCSR applies before the verb

is considered by the PDS, then there will be the additional subcatego-

rization frame, [NP NPR j, which, for the PDS, reflects an intran-

sitive verb. The confusion can be avoided by having the complex verb

considered by the PDS before the application of the MCSR (or the re-

dundancy rule). The following principle expresses what we have just

discussed regarding the PDS and the number of unmarked NPs.

(96) Autonomy Principle

The PDS will consider a verb independent of the
information provided by a redundancy rule; if a WFR is
involved, the PDS will consider the complex verb only
on the basis of the information provided by the WFR.

Having established the PDS and some of its major features, I

now propose the following for the V-sase. The Sase WFR will operate on

nonergative verb stems that occupy one of the slots in the PDS. When

the rule applies to a ,V, the result is the transitivized V sase. An

important point to note here is that, unlike verb stems such as sin

'die' and koi ros 'kill' which must be paired according to their meaning,

a V and the corresponding V -sase can be correlated without reference to
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meaning, by virtue of the fact that the two lexical items are the

input- output of a WFR.

Let us say that the Sase WFR operates on an intransitive verb,

and produces a transitive V -ease. The transitive V-sase will occupy

the transitive slot in the PDS, but only if there is not a transitive

stem already occupying the same slot. If there is a transitive stem,

the V-sase is blocked from entering the PDS.

Figure 6 PDS V -ease And Blocked V -sage

intransitive transitive ditransitive

intransitive
stem V

V -sage

intransitive transitive
stem V stem V

V-sase (blocked)

Here, I am going along with Aronoff in suggesting that a slot can only

be occupied by a single lexical item.

What is the status of those V -sases that are blocked? In

Aronoff's proposal, items that are blocked do not occur in the lan-

guage (e.g., #furiosity). However, in the case of V -sase, every V-sase

produced by the Sase WFR will potentially occur in the language. It

is necessary, then, to define the operation of blocking independent of

whether or not a blocked item will occur in the language. I propose

the following to be the appropriate definition of blocking.
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(97) Blocking

A lexical item is blocked when it is not allowed to
enter a lexical paradigm slot due to the existence of
another lexical item in that slot.

The operation of blocking assumes that the basic lexical items, i.e.,

verb stems, get "first choice" at the slots. Whether or not a blocked

item will occur in the language is a language- specific issue, and

the operation of blocking per se need not refer to this matter. I will

have more to say about this later.

The PDS illustrated in Figure 2 coupled with "blocking" as

defined above provides a principled way to predict the particular

V- sases that can undergo semantic- drift. Those V-sases that enter the

PDS may undergo semantic drift, while those that are blocked can never

undergo this lexical process. There is, then, no reason to list the

Vsass that are rejected by the PDS, even though these verbs do occur

in the language. A V_se is given life, as it were, as a lexical -

ly listed item only when it occupies a slot in the PAS. I will hence-

forth refer to V- sases that enter the PAS as having "paradigm entry

status" (PES).

From the above description, we can see that a primary function

of the PDS is as a lexical filter. It will identify the gaps that

exist in the list of verb stems, then allow those WFR derivatives that

can fill one of these gaps to enter the permanent lexicon.

Further Evidence For The PAS

So far, the semantic drift of particular VV_ sáses has been the

only piece of evidence given for the PDS. I will now present another
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There are a number of nominals that exhibit a V-sase in their

structure. The important point to note here is that every V_ ase

that appears in a nominal has PES. Some examples of these nominals

are: aw 'lined garment' (aw 'fit'), sir -ase 'news /notice' (sir

'know'), kuw -ase -mono 'fake' (kuw 'eat'; mono 'thing').

The type of nominalization exemplified above is commonly found

with verb stems, e.g., hare 'clear weather' (hare 'clear up'),

tabe -mono 'food' (tabe 'eat'), nori -mono 'vehicle' (nor 'ride'). Verb

stems obviously have PES. Once a V-sase attains PES, then, it may

undergo lexical processes such as semantic drift and nominalization

very much like a verb stem.

There is one set of "V -ease" nominals that manifests a

clear -cut PES /non -PES distinction. This set of nominals involves not

only V -sáse, but also the verbalizer us which occurs between V and

ease.

The morpheme gar converts certain adjectives into verbs. The

adjectives to which gar attaches are those that express "mental states"

(e.g., uresi (ADJ) 'happy', uresi -gar (V) 'be happy'). The adjec-

tive-g r verbs may be accompanied by sass (uresi -gar -ase 'make %

happy'), and there are nominals that have the form adjective - ar -ase

(uresi- gar -ase (N) 'flattery'). However, there is a gap in the dis-

tribution of these nominals.
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(98) a. uresi (ADJ) 'happy'

b. uresi -gar (V) 'be happy'

c. uresi -gar -ase (V) 'make X happy'

d. uresi -gar -ase (N) 'flattery'

(99) a. iya (ADJ) 'dislike/loathsome'

b. iya -gar (V) 'dislike/loath'

c. iya -gar -ase (V) 'make X dislike Y'

d. iya -gar -ase (N) 'harassment'

Based on (98) and (99), we might expect to find a similar

paradigm as illustrated in (100).

(100) a. kanasi (ADJ) 'sad'

b. kanasi -gar (V) 'be sad'

c. kanasi -gar -ase (V) 'make X sad'

d. kanasi -pr -ase (N) 'sadness'

However, the nominal kanasi- gar -ase in (100d) turns out to be unaccept-

able. Why do the nominals uresi- gar -ase in (98d) and iya -gar -ase in

(99d) occur but not *kanasi -gar -ase? The following paradigm gives

the reason.

(101) a. kanasi (ADJ) 'sad'

b. kanasim (V) 'be sad'

c. kanasim-ase (V) 'make X sad'

d. kanasimi. (N) 'sadness'

Unlike the paradigms in (98) and (99), there is a verb stem, kanasim

'be sad', that is related to the adjective kanasi 'sad'. This verb

stem blocks kanasi -gar 'be sad' from attaining PES. Likewise, the verb
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kanasi- gar -ase is blocked by the existence of kanasim -ase. Note that

the two V -sase verbs, kanasi -gar -ase 'make X sad' and kanasim -ase

'make X sad', are competing for the same PDS slot. From the fact

that the PDS chooses kanasim -ase over kanasi -gar -ase (and hence the

nonoccurrence of the nominal *kanasi -gar -ase), we can speculate that

the PUS, when faced with a choice of two lexical items, will choose

the morphologically simpler of the two.3

One point concerning the nominal uresi- gar -ase in (98d) re-

quires further explanation. The verb uresi -gar 'be happy' has a

verb -stem counterpart yorokob the happy'. From what we saw for

kanasi -gar -ase and kanasim-ase, uresi- gar -ase 'make X happy' should be

blocked by the morphologically simpler yorokob -ase. The fact that the

nominal uresi -gar -ase 'flattery' is possible shows that the V-sase,

uresi -gar -ase, does attain PES despite yorokob -ase.

Before going any further, I should note that while most native

speakers, myself included, accept the nominal uresi- gar -ase 'flattery',

and the nominal is listed in most dictionaries, there are native speak-

ers who judge the nominal to be ill- formed. This apparently does not

reflect a regional difference, but a difference in the idiolect. The

speakers who reject the nominal are presumably following the pattern

we observed for kanasim-ase/kanasi- gar -ase, namely, the PDS, when facet

with a choice between two complex verbs, chooses the morphologically

3. The m that appears in verbs such as kanasim 'be sad' was

once a productive verbalizer, but has lost its productivity in
present -day Japanese, and is now found only in frozen forms. This

information is due to Chisato Kitagawa.
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simpler of the two. Because yorokob -ase is morphologically simpler

than uresi- gar -ase, these speakers ascribe PES to the former, but not

to the latter, and thus permit nominalization only with yorokob -ase.

For those speakers who accept the nominal uresi- gar -ase, I

propose that there are two PDSs established for the intransitive verbs

uresi -gar 'be happy' and yorokob 'be happy'.

Figure 7 PDSs For uresi -gar And yorokob

I

II

uresi-gar

yorokob

A lack of phonetic similarity can be the only reason why

the two intransitive verbs, uresi -gar and yorokob, have separate PDSs.

In the case of kanasi -gar 'be sad' and kanasim 'be sad', the similarity

in phonetic form allows for only one PDS, and kanasim being a verb

stem, it has the priority to occupy the available slot.

(I) in Figure 7 explains why the nominal uresi -gar -ase

'flattery' occurs despite yorokob -ase 'make X happy'. If not for a

lack of phonetic similarity with uresi- gar -ase 'make X happy',

yorokob -ase would block the former V -sase from attaining PES, making

nominalization impossible with this V -sase. It is interesting to note

that the nominal yorokobi, made from the verb stem, has the meaning

'happiness', which is different from uresi- gar -ase 'flattery'. This

is a further justification for postulating the two PDSs in Figure 7.
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I will return to the discussion of the PES and the Japanese

verbs later, but first, let us look briefly at the PDS and transitiv-

ized verbs in other languages.

The PDS And Transitivized Verbs In Other Languages

Aronoff originally introduced the term "blocking" to deal with

such nonoccurring WFR- derivatives as *furiosity. His definition of

"blocking" equates the operation with the nonoccurrence of the item.

In looking at Japanese, however, we saw that a blocked V -sase will oc-

cur in the language, even though such a V -sase does not take part in

lexical processes commonly attributed to verb stems other than word

formation .4 On the basis of this, I proposed a new definition of

"blocking" that simply states that a blocked item fails to attain PES.

By this definition, the operation of blocking per se does not make

reference to "occurrence in the language "; I proposed that this is a

separate, language- specific issue.

When we look at transitivizers in other agglutinative lan-

guages with respect to blocking, we see that, as predicted, some lan-

guages allow blocked transitivized verbs to occur in the language,

while other languages only let those with PES occur.

Turkish exemplifies a language which allows non -PES verbs to

occur in the language. Turkish has two common "causative" suffixes,

/DIr/ and /t /; the choice between them is phonologically determined

4. Any verb, with or without PES, may act as the base for a
WFR so long as it meets the WFR's stipulation for the base, e.g.,
-ergative.
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(Aissen 1974). As in the case of V-sase, the Turkish "causative

construction" formed with /DIr/ or /t/ is "fully productive" (Ibid.).

On the other hand, languages such as Navajo and Zapotec do

not allow a non -FES verb to occur.5 For example, in Mitla Zapotec, the

"transitivizer" s may attach to an intransitive verb such as ni4 tmovet

that lacks a unique transitive counterpart to form s -ni4 'move'.

However, if a transitive stem already exists, the transitive verb

created by attaching s to the intransitive verb does not occur, e.g.,

rid tcome /go out t, Las; ttake out', *s rid. (The data and the phonemic

transcription are due to Bruce Miller, personal communication.)

Along with the difference between allowing or not allowing a

non -PES verb to occur, the two types of languages also manifest two

other differences, one semantic and the other morphological. In

Japanese and Turkish, two languages that allow non -PES verbs to occur,

a transitivized verb almost always has the "permissive" interpretation

along with the "causative" interpretation. Thus, for example, the

Turkish verb sev 'to love', when combined with the causative suffix to

form sevdir, can mean either 'to cause to love' or 'to let love'

(Ibid.), Likewise, in Japanese, a verb such as tabe 'eat', when com-

bined with sase (tabe- sase), has the two interpretations 'to cause to

eat' and 'to let eat'. Some Japanese linguists have attempted to ac-

count for these two readings on the basis of the two different deep

structures (i.e., o- and ni- causatives). However, there are

5. I am grateful to Kenneth Hale for pointing out that the
Navajo transitivizer works in the same way as Mitla Zapotec.
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counterexamples to this kind of correlation between deep structures and

semantic interpretations (e.g., Kitagawa 1974, forthcoming; Tonoike

1978), so that it would be most appropriate to view the V-sase itself

as having these two interpretations. In languages such as Navajo and

Zapotec, on the other hand, a transitivized verb can only have the

"causative" interpretation. There are in fact cases in which one does

not even get the "causative" interpretation, but simply a straight-

forward "transitive" interpretation. An example of this is the Zapotec

transitive verb discussed above, i.e., ss 'move'. To get the

"permissive" interpretation in these languages, one must use an inde-

pendent verb or another suffix!'

Along with the difference in meaning, the two types of languages

differ in the number of transitivizers allowed within the same complex.

verb. In Japanese and Turkish, it is possible in some cases to have

two transitivizers; an example of this in Japanese was given in (30)

(ik- ase -sase 'go- cause -cause'). The following, taken from Zimmer (1976),

illustrates such a case for Turkish.

(102) Ahmet Hasan -a et -i pis -ir -t -ti.

Ahmet Hasan-dat meat acc cook (intr) cause cause past

'Ahmet made Hasan cook meat.'

6. Kenneth Hale first suggested to me the possibility that
languages such as Zapotec and Navajo, which do not allow transitivized
verbs outside the PDS to occur, associate only 'cause' with the
transitivized verbs, but languages such as Japanese and Turkish will
associate the "permissive" as well as 'cause' interpretations to their
transitivized verbs.
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In Navajo and Zapotec, on the other hand, one never finds a complex

verb with more than one transitivizer.

In languages like Navajo and Zapotec, the PDS acts not only as

a filter as in Japanese and Turkish, but also as a mechanism that

sanctions the occurrence of certain transitivized verbs, these verbs

being those that attain PES. Also in these languages, the "transitive"

morpheme is associated only with the "causative" morpheme, and the out-

put of the "transitive" WFR is not allowed to act as the base of the

same WFR.

V -sase And V -sas

Up to now, we have only dealt with sase in Japanese, and have

ignored another productive morpheme, sás, that also functions as a

transitivizer in the sense that it converts an n-place verb into an

n +l -place verb. Historically, the sas form "gave rise to the sase form

around the 12 -15th century" (Shibatani 1973, Miyagi 1969). In consider-

ing the two forms sase and sas, two questions come to mind. First, are

the two forms identical in every way? Second, does sas comprise a

counterexample to the hypothesis that only one lexical item occupies a

PDS slot? The answer to the second question appears to be yes when we

consider sentences such as the following. (The vowel i is inserted

after sas when a consonant follows the morpheme.)
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(103) a. Hanako -ga razio -o rokku suteesyon -ni

Hanako -nom radio -ace rock station -dat

aw- ase -ta.

be:in:tune- cause -past

' Hanako tuned the radio to a rock station.'

b. Hanako -ga razio -o rokku suteesyon -ni aw- asi -ta.

' Hanako tuned the radio to a rock station.'

(103a) with aw-ase and (103b) with aw-as are synonymous. The important

point to note here is that in both cases, the transitivized verb lacks

a "causative" interpretation, and hence, both verbs must be regarded as

having undergone semantic drift. From this, we might conclude that

both aw -ase and aw-as have attained PES by having entered the same

slot in the PDS.

In this section, I will present an analysis of V -sas within the

lexicon, and show that: (a) sas and sase are different types of tran-

sitivizers; (b) the existence of V -sas does not undermine the hypothesis

that only one lexical item is allowed for each PDS slot.

Visas And Language Typology

Virtually every linguist who has dealt with V -sase and V -sas

draws basically the same conclusion, that the latter is simply a

variant ( phonological /morphological /stylistic) of the former (e.g.,

Soga 1970). Shibatani is the one exception to this; he argues that the

two forms must be distinguished due to a semantic difference between

the two. I will argue for a position similar to Shibatani's, but go

one step further and show that the two forms reflect the typology of
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languages illustrated in the previous section.

The first point that must be noted for V -sas concerns regional

difference. Quoting Shibatani, "in the Kansai area, e.g., Osaka,

still the sas form is much more often used than the sase form...On

the other hand, in the Kantoo area, e.g., Tokyo, the sas forms are

innovative forms in colloquial speech..." (Ibid., p. 3ì6). Shibatani

notes that due to this regional difference, the kind of semantic dis-

tinction he draws between sase and sas holds for the speakers from the

Kantoo area, but not always for those from the Kansai area. Following

Shibatani, I will deal with V -sas for the most part on the basis of its

use in the Kantoo area.

Before illustrating Shibatani's analysis, I will point out one

characteristic of V -sas that clearly distinguishes between the speakers

of Kantoo and Kansai areas. Unlike Shibatani's distinction, this one

in not semantic, but morphological. In the Kantoo area, it appears

that the morpheme sas has lost some of its ability to occur with other

productive morphemes. For example, a V -sase can always be passivized

(V -sase -rare) barring semantic anomaly, but when the V is a vowel -ending

morpheme, the V -sas -rare sequence is quite strange (this was first

pointed out to me by Yoko Abe).

(104) a. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni yasai -o tabe -sase- rare -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat vegetable -acc eat -cause - passive -past

'Taro was forced to eat vegetables by Hanako.'
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b. ? ?Taroo -ga Hanako-ni yasai -o tabe -sas- are -ta.

eat- cause - passive -past

'Taro was forced to eat vegetables by Hanako.'

If, on the other hand, the V is a consonant -ending morpheme, the

problem noted for (10th) does not arise.

(105) Taroo -ga Hanako-ni tegami-o kak- as- are -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat letter -acc write-cause-passive-past

'Taro was forced to write a letter by Hanako.'

The intuition that (101tó) is strange holds only for speakers from the

Kantoo (e.g., Tokyo) area; speakers from the Kansai area have no

objection to (104b).

For those from Kantoo, it appears at first that there is a

phonological constraint that will not allow the sasa sequence in

tabe -sas -are in (10!íb). But this sequence is commonly found in other

words, e.g., sa saki 'Sasaki' (proper name), isasaka 'slightly',

sasayak 'whisper'. I do not know the nature of the constraint that

marks (101.b) as strange. Whatever it may be, it has the effect of

limiting the use of V -sas as a base for WFRs.

Turning to Shibatani's analysis, Shibatani offers an interesting

insight concerning the meaning of V -sas. He distinguishes between two

types of V -sas,, depending on whether or not there is a corresponding

verb stem. A transitive V -sas, for example, that lacks a transitive

verb -stem counterpart "can be equated with transitive verbs" (Ibid., p.

348). In other words, this type of transitive V -sas has an interpre-

tation equivalent to that of a simple transitive verb.
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(106) a. Eigo kantoku -ga zyoyuu -o odorok- ase -ta.

movie director -nom actress -acc surprise( intr)- cause -past

'The movie director made the actress be surprised (at X).*

b. Eigo kantoku -ga zyoyuu -o odorok- asi -ta.

surprise(intr) -cause -past

'The movie director surprised the actress.'

If, on the other hand, the V-sas does have a verb -stem counterpart, it

"may be used interchangeably [with the corresponding V- sase]...although

the [V_ as] implies more direct causation" (Ibid.). I presume that

what Shibatani means by V-sas implying more direct causation is that

this complex verb, unlike VVsae, will not have the "permissive"

interpretation. I have constructed the following examples using the

two verbs agar -ase 'cause to rise' and agar -as 'cause to rise' that

Shibatani gives. These verbs have the transitive verb -stem counter-

part ma 'raise'.

(107) a. Taroo -ga Hanako-o butai-ni agar- ase -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -acc stage -dat rise -cause -past

'Taro made/let Hanako rise (i.e., get) on the stage.'

b. Taroo -ga Hanako-o butai -ni agar- asi -ta.

'Taro made Hanako rise (i.e., get) on the stage.'

Since Shibatani adopts the transformational approach for the V case

sentences, the fact that he equates one type of VV sas with V-sase

and the other with "lexical" causatives is tantamount to concluding

that the former type is transformationally derived while the latter is

formed in the lexicon.
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It is counterintuitive to view a V sas as partly transform -

ationally derived and partly lexically derived. Given lexical anal-

ysis, we can see that the kind of distinction drawn by Shibatani is

easily accommodated by a lexicon with the PDS. Shibatani's transform -

ationally- derived V-sas would correspond to a V -sas that has a unique

verb stem counterpart, and is thus blocked from attaining PES. The

lexically- derived V-sas corresponds to a V-sas that attains PES.

In addition to the semantic distinction that Shibatani il-

lustrates for the two types of Visas, this complex verb has a morpho-

logical characteristic that has significance in the light of the dis-

cussion on transitivizers in other languages. Unlike the morpheme

sass, the morpheme sas never occurs more than once in one complex verb.

(108) a. Taroo -ga Hanako-ni kodomo -o ik -ase- sase -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako-dat child -acc go-cause-cause-past

'Taro had Hanako make the child go.'

b. *Taroo -ga Hanako-ni kodomo -o ik- as- asi -ta.

go- cause -cause -past

'Taro had Hanako make the child go.'

Now, recall that a V-sas would never be associated with the "permissive"

interpretation, but only with 'cause'. This, and the fact that a sas

never occurs more than once in one complex verb, exactly parallels the

characteristics of transitivizers in languages such as Zapotec.

In Japanese, then, there are two types of transitivizers, one

analogous to the transitivizer in Turkish and the other similar to the

transitivizer in Navajo and Zapotec. As in the case of a Turkish
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complex verb formed with /Dir/ or /t /, a VV_ will have the two

interpretations 'cause' and 'let'; and two sases can occur in some

complex verbs very much like the case for Turkish. The transitivizer

sas on the other hand reflects the transitivizer in Navajo and Zapotec

in both semantics and morphology. A V -sas will not be associated with

the 'let' interpretation, and sas will not occur more than once in one

complex verb. The only difference between sas and, say, the Zapotec

s is that a blocked VV can occur in the language while this is not

allowed in Zapotec.

Two Types Of Sas

Let us turn now to the question of whether or not a V -sase and

corresponding V -sas will occupy the same slot in the PDS if they are

not blocked by the existence of a verb stem. I will argue that only

one lexical item may enter a PDS slot, and in order to show this, I

will propose two types of sas. The first type attaches to a V by a

regular WFR while the second type comprises a morphological variant of

sase. The second type at first appears superfluous, but we will see

that such a sas must be established for explaining certain syntactic

and semantic facts. I hasten to point out that the distinction between

the two types of sas does not parallel at all the distinction drawn by

Shibatani between "transformationally derived" V-sas and "lexically

derived" V -sas.

The following will be proposed for the two types of V -sas with

respect to the PDS. The V -sas produced by a regular WFR competes with

the corresponding V-sase for the same PDS slot. If the appropriate
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slot is open, either the V -sase or the V -sas, but not both, may enter

the slot and attain PES. Two pieces of evidence, semantic drift and

nominalization, will be given to support this. The second type of

VV does not result from a WFR., but it is simply a morphological

variant of the corresponding VV_. By its nature, this VV_ will be

identical to the corresponding V -sase in every way except in phonetic

form; if the V -sase has idiosyncratic meaning, the VV_ will also be

associated with the same meaning. I will propose that a V-sase/V-sas

pair that shares an idiosyncratic meaning is always of this type. I

will also argue that a V_ se can alternate morphologically with the

VV_ only if the V_ a has PES.

I will begin by discussing VV_ produced by a regular WFR.

This VV_ competes for the same PDS slot with the corresponding

V -sase; the first one to enter the PDS will block the other from enter -

ing the slot it occupies. The first piece of evidence for this pro-

posal concerns semantic drift observable with V -sas, but not with the

corresponding V -sase.

(109) nar 'ring'

a. Taroo -ga fuhei-o nar- asi -ta.

Taro -nom complaint -acc

'Taro complained.

b. *Taroo -ga fuhei -o nar- ase -ta.

-past
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(110) i_k 'go'

a. Hanako no boosi-ga ik-as-u ne.

Hanako Is hat -nom - present isn't:it

'Hanako's hat is attractive, isn't it ?'

b. * Hanako no boosi -ga ik- ase -ru ne.

If sas and sase are basically the same, as many linguists have claimed,

we should expect both (109b) and (110b) to be acceptable. The fact

that only VV is possible suggests that this complex verb, but not

the corresponding V -sase, has attained PES.

I have not found any clear cases where a V -sase, but not the

corresponding 1:211, has undergone semantic drift. However, when we

look at nominalization, we see that a V -sase, but not the 11:221, is

exhibited in nominals.

(111) a. aw -ase 'lined garment'

b. *aw -asi

(112) a. iya -gar -ase 'harassment'

b. *iya- gar -asi

(113) a. tukam- ase -9nono 'fake'

b. *tukam -ase -mono

I know of no cases in which a V -sas, but not the corresponding V-sase,

has drifted, and at the same time there is a nominal that exhibits the

V ease. The present proposal predicts that no such case exists.

Semantic drift and/or nominalization can only occur with lexical

items that have PES. If a VV_ has PES (and, for example, undergoes

drift), its existence blocks the corresponding V -sass, so that
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nominalization with this V -sase would be impossible.

Unlike the V- sase/V -sas just illustrated, I will argue that

the two verbs, aw- e/aw -asi given at the beginning of this section

with the interpretation 'tune', are not the products of two WFRs, but

rather, only one of them originates as a WFR derivative, and the other

comprises a morphological variant of the derivative. The use of the

pair aw- ase /aw -as is repeated below, along with a sentence with just

the V (aw

(1111) a. Taroo -ga razio-o rokku suteesyon -ni aw- ase -ta.

aw- asi -ta.

Taronom radio -acc rock station -dat -past

'Taro tuned the radio to a rock station.'

b. Razio -ga rokku suteesyon -ni aw -ta ( =at -ta).

radio nom rock station -dat be:tuned -past

'The radio was tuned to a rock station.'

This aw- ase /aw -as pair can be used interchangeably in other

contexts with slightly different meanings.

(115) a. Kono nekutai -ga sebiro-ni yoku aw -u ( =a -u).

this tie -nom suit -flat well go:with -past

'This tie goes well with the suit.'

b. Sebiro -o kono nekutai -to law- ase -tel ki -ru.

taw- asi -te

suit -acc this tie -with match -and wear- present

'(I'11) wear the suit and match it with this tie.'

Other possible uses of this pair include the interpretations 'fit

(e.g., clothes)', 'adjust (e.g., clock)', and 'join together'.
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As shown, a pair such as aw- ase /aw-as is characterized by the

fact that one verb can replace the other with no perceptible change in

meaning. This would be predicted if we consider one of the verbs to

be simply a morphological variant of the other. Now, Shibatani (1973)

has discussed V- sase/V sas pairs in which the two complex verbs closely

resemble each other in meaning. According to Shibatani, a V -sase and

the corresponding V -sas will both have the " affixal causative" inter-

pretation if they have a verb -stem counterpart. In other words, a

V-sase and the corresponding V-sas resemble each other in meaning if

they are blocked by the existence of a verb stem. However, cases such

as aw- ase /aw -as lack a verb -stem counterpart, so that a PDS slot is

available to the complex verbs. In addition, the meaning shared by

aw-ase and aww- -as is not "affixal causative." Indeed, it is difficult

to perceive any kind of causation associated with these two verbs,

though some may argue that they are associated with the "lexical

causative" interpretation. Shibatani's analysis predicts that, in the

absence of a verb -stem counterpart, V -ease has the "affixal causative"

meaning while V case is associated with the "lexical causative"

meaning, contrary to the fact that aw ase and aw -as are synonymous.

Following are some other examples of synonymous V- sase/V -sas

pairs that lack a verb -stem counterpart.
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(116) nak 'cry'

Taroo-ga itumo oya-o nak-ase-te

t

i-ru.

nak-asi-te

Tara nom always parents -acc -ing be- present

'Taro is always troubling his parents.'

(117) kusar 'spoil'

Taroo -ga yasai -o fkusar- ase -ta.

kusar- ase -ta.

Taro -nom vegetable -acc spoil- cause -past

'Taro spoiled the vegetable.'

(118) niow 'smell'

Hanako -ga zisyoku -o niow- ase -ta.

niow- asi -ta.

Hanako -nom resignation -acc -past

' Hanako hinted resignation.'

(119) sir 'know'

Taroo -ga Hanako-ni sono koto -o sir- ase -ta.

sir -asi -ta.

Taro -nom Hanako -dat that matter -acc -past

'Taro informed Hanako of that matter.'

Semantic drift can be observed for the V-sase verbs in (116), (118) and

(119).

How do we account for the idiosyncratic meaning associated with,

say, niow -ase and niow -? Should we regard them as two separate lex-

ical items that occupy the same PDS slot? We have already seen

evidence to the contrary, i.e., either V-sase or V-sas may attain PES

in the absence of a verb stem, but never both.
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Because the VV ease and V sas exemplified in (117) through (120)

are synonymous, instead of regarding them as two independent verbs,

we can postulate one of the forms to be basic, and the other as

morphological variant of the basic form. This will allow us to

maintain the "one item per PDS slot" hypothesis. But not every verb

has a morphological variant, and hence, we must attempt to more pre-

cisely characterize this morphological alternation. Given that sase

and sas exist as productive morphemes, and we commonly find the pair

V- (s)ase/V- (s)as, it would be plausible to identify the Xase part of,

say, aw -ase as alternating with as in awl.

Assuming that pairs such as aw- ase/aw- as result from the

Xase Xmas morphological alternation, our next task is to identify the

basic form, or, the form that originates as a VTR derivative. Here,

I contend that Xaaee, and not 21111, comprises the basic form. My evi-

dence rests on the existence of nominals such as aw -ase 'lined

garment' and sir se 'news /notice'. We have already seen evidence that

the existence of the nominalized form entails PES for the verb. In the

case of aw- ase /aw -as, then, it is awe -ase which has gained PES, and this

is the basic form. The other form, aw -as, is the result of the

leappas morphological alternation. In the following discussion, I

will attempt to specify a constraint on this morphological alternation.

Lexicalization

We have so far looked at two lexical processes, semantic drift

and lexicalization, that a verb with PES may undergo. I will now pro-

pose another process to add to this list. The lexical process involves
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converting a morphologically complex verb into a simple verb. I will

refer to this process as " lexicalization." We will see that this

process of lexicalization is crucial to the Xase Xas alternation

discussed above.

Recall that a transitive V -sase can have either the accusative

0 or the dative ni for its second NP (e/ni alternation). The accusa-

tive case marker is assigned by the Nonergative Case Redundancy Rule,

while the dative case marker is introduced as part of the output of

the Dative Marked -Case Specification Rule. Of the five Xase verbs

we have looked at that alternate morphologically with al, four of

them, aw-ase 'tune', nak -ase 'trouble', kusar -ase 'spoil', and niow -ase

'hint', are transitive verbs. The important point to note here is that

none of these four verbs in their illustrated uses allows the dative

ni to occur for the second NP.

(120) a. Taroo -ga razio- o / * -ni rokku suteesyon -ni aw- ase -ta.

b. Taroo -ga itumo oya- o /*-ni nak-ase-te i-ru.

c. Taroo -ga yasai- o /*-ni kusar-ase-ta.

d. Taroo -ga zisyoku- o /*-ni niow- ase -ta.

Shibatani first noted that a verb such as kusar -ase in (120c)

does not allow ni for the second NP (Shibatani 1973, pp. 342 -343).

First, he argues that the 2/ni alternation is due to either "agent" or

"patient" being associated with the "embedded" subject (i.e., the

second NP). If "agent" is assigned to this NP, then the dative case

marker results, but if "patient" is associated with the NP, it is

assigned the accusative o. He then points out (glossing over the
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details of his argument) that the subject of the intransitive verb

kusar 'spoil' must always be "patient." Thus, the second NP of

kusar-ase takes only the accusative 0.7

There is another explanation for why a V -sase such as

kusar -ase does not allow the 2/ni alternation. If we assume that

kusar-ase and other V-sase verbs that take part in the I/20ass

morphological alternation comprise de facto verb stems due to lexical-

ization, then the Sase WFR does not lexically relate these verbs to

their corresponding V. According to this view, the Sase MCSR that fur-

nishes the dative ni for the second NP will not apply to these verbs.

This is due to the fact that the scope of an MCSR is limited to the

output of WFRs. The lexicalized verbs, though they may have originated

from a Sase WFR derivative, no longer reflect the word- formation pro-

cess in their morphological structure. They have thus detached from

the WFR, and comprise independent entities as verb stems. In other

words, the process of lexicalization has the effect of pulling the

lexical item away from the WFR and toward an independent existence in

the lexicon.7

7. See Kitagawa (1974) for criticism of Shibatanits approach
to V -case, and Shibatanits response to Kitagawa.

8. There is another piece of evidence for the relationship
between lexicalized VV-case and the Xase Xas alternation, though it is
less compelling than the one above due to a sheer lack of the number
of relevant forms. There are two verbs that exhibit Xase Xas in their
form, but they must be regarded as verb stems, and not the product of
a WFR. These are nekase /nekas 'make sleep' and makase/makas 'entrust'.
The alternating forms are synonymous as indicated by the English trans-
lation. Unlike the other Xmse as cases we have looked at, these two
verbs do not have a corresponding V, i.e., *n ek, *mak. Hence, the
Xase/Xas alternation for these two cases must be dealt with independent
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D- passive Verbs And The Paradigmatic Structure

In Chapter 3, I proposed two WFRs for passive verbs, the

Transitivizing Passive WFR and Detransitivizing Passive WFR. With

respect to the PAS, only the latter produces verbs that would have a

chance to attain PES. The former rule has the subcategorization

specification frame [(NP)n+1 _], which is identical to the Sase WFR.

Unlike the Sase WFR, however, this WFR assigns ni to the second un-

marked IJ, which has the effect of maintaining the same number of un-

marked NPs for the output as the base. Thus, the T-passive will always

be blocked by the existence of the verb corresponding to V. On the

other hand, the D- passive WFR reduces the number of unmarked NPs by

one. This results from the combination of the subcategorization

feature specification [(NP)n ] and assignment of ni to the second

unmarked NP. Is there evidence that a D- passive enters the PDS if not

blocked by the existence of another lexical item?

While I have not found clear cases of semantic drift involving

D- passives, there are a number of nominals that exhibit this verb. I

have already shown that the existence of a nominal exhibiting a V -sase

entails PES for the verb. Each of the verb stems in the following is a

transitive verb that lacks a corresponding verb -stem intransitive verb.

The fact that nominals exhibiting a D- passive exist suggests that the

complex verb has PES, in these cases, by occupying the intransitive

slot of the PDS.

of any WFR. The fact that they are verb stems gives further credence
to the restriction that the morphological alternation occurs only
with lexicalized V -sase.



(121) a. kiraw 'hate'

b. kiraw- are 'be hated'

c. kiraw- are -mono 'the hated one'

(122) a. yob 'call /invite'

b. yob -are 'be called/invited'

c. o-yob-are 'invitation/reception' (o: honorific)

(123) a. nikum 'abhor'

b. nikum -are be abhorred'

c. nikum- are -mono 'the abhorred one'

d. nikum- are -yaku 'thankless role' (yaku 'role')

(121) a. hik 'pull'

b. hik -are 'be pulled'

c. hik-are-mono 'prisoner- to -be!

Note that the nominal hik- are -mono in (124c) has undergone semantic

drift. The predicted meaning would be 'the pulled one', but the

nominal has taken on the highly specialized meaning 'prisoner- to -be'.

Summary

Verb stems comprise the most basic units for verbs. They are

basic because a PDS slot is automatically available to them, thus al-

lowing them to be listed in the lexicon. Along with verb stems, the

PDS will let a WFR derivative into a slot if it can function to fill

a gap in the paradigm. A V-sase, for example, that attains PES will

potentially undergo lexical processes such as semantic drift and

nominalization that are commonly attributed to verb stems.

V -sases that are blocked from attaining PES will not be listed
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in the lexicon. Consequently, they would not be available for lexical

processes such as nominalization. Because these V -sases will not

drift, they are strictly rule- governed, in the sense that the Sase WFR

is all we need to completely characterize these V- sases.

In languages such as Japanese and Turkish, the primary function

of the PDS is as a filter for the permanent lexicon; it selectively

chooses from among WFR derivatives those that can function to fill a

gap in the list of lexical items. In languages such as Navajo and

Zapotec, the PDS also functions as a filter. But because of a differ-

ence in the arrangement of components within the lexicon (this will be

shown in the last Flow Chart), the PDS in these languages in essence

selects those derivatives that can occur in the language.

Whatever its function may be, it is clear that the PAS is an

important part of the lexicon in both types of languages. But the

languages we have considered in discussing the PDS all fall into the

category of agglutinative language. Do nonagglutinative languages

require the PDS in their lexicon? If a language lacks word formation

processes involving predicates (i.e., lexical items that subcategorize

unmarked NPs), there is no need for the PDS, at least in the way we

have formulated it. If the lexicon of a language consisted of only

non -derived stems, the PDS would be useless. In such a language there

are no derivatives that could fill gaps in the list of lexical items,

and hence, there would be no reason to establish the list in the first

place. At the moment, it is not certain which languages, if any, have

a lexicon lacking the PDS.
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We assumed that all nonergative verbs are at least considered

by the PDS. What about ergative verbs? The Potential WFR, which

produces the complex ergative verb V- (rar)e, does not add or subtract

NPs, and it does not assign any case marking. In other words the WFR

keeps the subcategorization feature of the base intact for the lexical

entry of its output. From this, we would expect no V- (rar)e verbs to

enter the PDS since it would always be blocked by the existence of V,

very much like T-passives. However, examples of V- (rar)es with idio-

syncratic meaning do exist, e.g., nom 'drink', nom-e 'good' as in

"this whiskey is good." It appears, then, that ergative verbs are

listed in the lexicon. But where are they listed if not in the PDS?

Based on the fact that they require the Adjective/Ergative Case

Redundancy Rule, we may speculate that they are listed alongside

adjectives (we saw other similarities between these two classes of

words), though there is no way to confirm this speculation at this

point.

The WFRs we discussed specify either [(NP)n ] or

[(NP)n +1 ] for the output. A third possibility, [(NP)n
-1

], does

not appear in any of the WFRs we looked at, though we will probably

find WFRs with this subcategorization specification in other languages

(and, possibly, in Japanese as well). Ultimately, it may be possible

to combine (some of) the WFRs that share the same subcategorization

specification into one rule. Thus, for example, we might combine the

two rules, Sase WFR and T- passive WFR, which share the subcategoriza-

tion specification [(NP)n
+1

], into one "Transitivizing " WFR. Such



a rule may in fact provide clues as to why certain V -sases have the

unpredicted "adversity" interpretation that they share with T-passives.

The following illustrates the lexicon for Japanese (which, with

some minor modifications, should also be applicable to Turkish), and

an approximation of the lexicon for Navajo and Turkish.
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Figure $. Flow Chart For Japanese And Zapotec /Navajo
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Note that in Zapotec/Navajo, the output of WFR only goes to

the PDS. The PDS in turn selects the lexical items that may occur

in the language, i.e., those items that can fill a slot in the PDS and

thus enter the permanent lexicon. In the case of Japanese, any WFR

derivative can occur in the language, regardless of whether or not it

is accepted by the PDS. This is represented by the arrow going direct-

ly from WFR to MCSR, without having the PDS intervening, that even-

tually leads to lexical insertion. A second arrow directs the output

of WFR to the PDS to be considered for entry into the permanent

lexicon.
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